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By Dave L.1mlcy 
03\'C is cheTau1>0-nui-:i-Tia 

A.l'ea Manager 

Fishery Foreword 

KIA ORA AND WELCOME TO TARGET TAUPO 

!write to )'OU as manager of the newly formed Taupo-nui-a-Tia Area which is the name that has been given 10 the recemly merged Taupo Fishery and n,rangiTaupo Areas of the Department of Conservation. The area of responsibility for Taupo-nui-a:fia now not only encompasses the waters of the Taupo fisher)' but also the public conservation land to the east of the great Tongariro National Park volcanoes as far north as Whakamaru, as far east as Rangiraiki and as far south as the NapierTaihape Road. A diagram of the new Taupo-nui-a-Tia Area staff stnicture is given on page 69 to g.ive you a better idea of the work programmes involved. You will note that our fishery operations remain as a separ,ite programme within the Arca.This is a necessity because we continue to operate a separate fishery business plan fonded by Taupo fishing license revenue. 
Taupo-nui-a-Tia, I believe, is a fining name for our collective Area, the phrase translated meaning "The Cloak ofTia".Just as this cloak once protected one of the paramount maori chiefs, so too does the Taupii-nui-a-Tia Area protect fake Taupo and its surrounding catchments and landscapes right to their sources on the peaks of Tongariro National Park and Kaimanawa Forest P-ark. From an operntional perspective it makes sense for the Taupo-nui-a-Tia Area boundaries ro encompass the catchmcncs of J,1ke Taupo and the Tongariro River. Managing these areas holistically with the combined resoutces and e,xpertise from both the ·lltupo l'isheq' and ·l\irangi-Taupo Ateas is already providing efficiencies for many of our operntions. 
In keeping with our expanded operational area, this edition of Target Taupo contains articles with a focus other than fishing. These include one on restor-dtion projects anti another on spring hunting. In the newly expanded structure we have staff with diverse interests and nrcas of work. Many nre keen anglers and hunters and we know that many of you have hunting as well as ang.ling as a pastime. 
Regarding our staff, we have had a very busy winter with trying conditions particularly operating our fish traps at Waipa,Tc Whaiau and Hinemaiaia.The harvest survey is also now well underway and has included its own set of challenges, including many hours coping with turbulence and manoeuvres in a light aeroplane for some. Reluctantly we have bid farewell to Heath Cairns who was supervising the harvest survey and has left to take up a demanding role with the ·faupo Jfarbourmastcr. This is why one of the positions in the fishery operations team is currently vacant. 
We have also been busy expanding our freshwater advocacy programme at the Tongariro National Trom Cemre with the construction of the new freshwater aquarium. When completed early ne,xt year the aquarium will definitely compliment the already popular TNTC experience.The unique partnership the department enjoys with the Tongariro National Trout Centre Society and Genesis Energy enables us to showcase the tremendous benefits of clean, clear freshwater to locals and visitors alike. 
TheTaupo Sports Fishery Management Plan is soon to be released for public submissions in the form of a discussion clocumenr focussing on the issues for future management of the fishery. I encourage you to take the oppornmil)' to have your s.1y about the furure management of this great resource. 
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8y .M.ike Nicholson 

.Mike is the tc;ach('r 
:it Tongariro National 

1·rout Centre 

Abo,,-e: Wouldn't i.t be nice for 

g.iam kokopu like this one to 
ht: a_.,: recognisable as snapper 

to New Zt�landers. 
f>/Joto courtesy of DOC 

The Genesis Energy Freshwater 
Aquarium - A View to the Future? 

I
t would appear that New Zealanders arc generally well versed in recognising NZ's diverse range of salt water fish species and appreciating the value these offer to anglers, divers and other recreationalists. Many New Zealanders readii)' recognise a snappe,·, a terakihi, a blue cod or a crayfish and have some personal link with the ocean environment in which these species live. Similarly we understand the 

imporrnnce of valuing and looking after these environments for future generations. Interestingly, the same cannot be said about our knowledge of the fresh
water species which inbabit our rivers and lakes. How many of us would readily recognise a giant kokopu, a torrentfish, a koaro, or even a common bully? 
The Tongariro National Trout Centre (fNTC) is set to assist in addressing this imbalance when the Genesis 



Energy Freshwater Aquarium opens LO 

the public, the likes of which has not 

been replicated anywhere else in NZ. 

Randal Hart, the TNTC ranger explains 

about the construction process of the 

:1qu:1rium on page 30 .  On show will be 

many of NZ's iconic freshwater species 

that many people never see or may not 

even be aware exist, let alone value.Also 

included will be many of the key fish 

pest species which threaten NZ water

ways in a bid to niise the profile ancl 

awareness of these species. 

In previous issues of 'fctrget Taupo I 

have written about the value to learners 

of being able to visit the Genesis Energy 
supported Taupo for Tomorrow educa

tion programme, and engage with trout 
and aquatic life on site at the Centre. 
Viewing and interacting with trout as 
the context for learning quickly stimu
lates imerest,engagcment levels and ulti 

mately learning outcomes for students. 
The aquarium offers a whole new set of 
learning opportunities and will enable 
us to look at freshwater ecology in more 

depth, promote advocacy messages 
and develop additional programmes 

regarding the importance of and the 

need to look after and make wise use of 
our fresh water resources. 

The aquarium will be able 10 demon
strate to learners that our freshwater 

resources contain many more engaging 

life forms than meet the e)'e, and they all 
depend on a healthy fresh water envi
ronment for their sustainability. Learners 

are already encouniged ro view trout 
size and condition as being a renection 
of the health of the food chain they are 

part of. Now they will be able to view 
trout prey species like smelt and bullies 
for what they are, beautiful, engaging 

animals char are indicmors of the health 

of the Taupo fishery and freshwater 

ecosystems. 

bkeTaupo and the ,·ivers of the centr-al 
region are renowned for their abilicy to 

sustain an internationally recognised 
wild trout fishery. The qualit)' of the 

r-ainbow and brown trout in the Tau po 

region actracts anglers from ,irouncl the 
world year after year. This quality does 

not happen by accident though; the 
same conditions that allow trout in our 
rivers :ind lakes to thrive arc exact I)' the 
same ones th:it man)' of our other Jess 

well known native species also require. 
Because of this, these aquariums are nor 

only designed to display the fish effec

tively, but also to capture the essence 

of their natural habirnt. Habitats that 
support vibrant, viable freshwater fish 
populations tend to have a few things 

in common including high water clarity, 
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Gcne.slli Encrg)' i.s a m;,jol' 
uSt:r of wmer loc;:1li)' :and is 

commincd to bdo� a r<-.-s1>0n 
siblc user of fresh wmcr 

tesourccs i11 thc'l':lupO region 

:md dsewhete 
f>/)olo ,·o,,,.te�J' of G"ene#s 

Energy 
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cool temperatures, plenty of riparian vegetation a11d sufficient dissolved oxygen in the water. I.earners will be able to rake a much wider and deeper view of freshwater communities while on sire, recognise the importance of these and hopefully become advocates for freshwater in their own right. Not least, learners and 01her visiwrs may realise just what whitebait grow into! Of course, it is important for learners to recognise the value of rivers and lakes roday. Encouraging creative crit ical thinkers about the future need for sharing and using resources Uke fresh water is so crucial. Genesis Energy is one such resource user and is committed to being a responsible user of fresh water resources in the Taupo region and elsewhen:. The 

sponsorship of 1heTa11po forTomorrow education programme and Genesis Freshwater Aquarium demonstrates a real resolve to give something back to the commuruty (anti the nation in this case) over and above any legal requirements to do so. The aquarium and displays in the visitor cencre ,viii allow le}1rncrs t.O think deeply about and understand the relationship between freshwater ecology and resource use by business. For learners, the question could well be, how do we 'strike a balance' between that of sharing the resource (water) ro achieve economic, social, and environmental outcomes for all. Genesis Energy successfully addresses environmental effects in a raft of ways and these will make engaging case studies for students 





Rlgbt and bt•low: 

Por lc:1rncn;, 1hc 

question could well be, 

how do we 'strike a balance?' 

between that o( shari ng 

,v:ucr resources to achieve 

cc<>nomic,  social. and 
environmc11tal 

O\llCOIUCS for a.I.I 

Plx>t(Jsl)y: 
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grappling with some big questions around rcnewabk resource use now and into the future. 
111e Genesis Energy Freshwater Aquarium 

will present to New Zeal:mders and visi tors from od1er shores a remarkable view of the ecology of our rivers and takes. It will enable us to funher advocate for the continued health oftheT.1upo fishe,-i;and raise the profile of species less desir:-able in our waterML)'S. It will enable us to tell a range of stories about the special nature of nmny of our less than well understood native species and the key role they pl:t)' in our river and lake ecoS)'Stems .  lmponantly, it will encourage students to ask the question 'how do we look after our fresh water resources for future generations while balancing the needs of electricity generation and other resource users?' 
Perhaps in the future the giant kokopu will be as recognisal)le to New Zealanders as a snapper, crayfish or bluc cod. Wouldn't that be nice? 

a . 
Tongariro 
National Trout 
Centre Society 
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Where t_? Now for the Taupo Fishery? 

The following is a summary of the presentation made by Glenn Maclean to the Fishery Forum held in Taupo in September. In this presentation Glenn described where the fishery is at now and discussed several o f  the issues facing the fishery over the next decade. 

L
ast time r stood at the fishery Fonim 2 years ago it was standing room only reflecting the disquiet and anguish felt by many anglers regarding the state of the Tau po Fishery. This time, there arc almost as many DOC staff as visitors, a reflection of how things have improved. 

Two years ago there was major concern regarding the small size :md poor condi· tion of the trout. We explained that we believed this was clue to the lake not mixing in the winter of 2005, mixing being an annual event that normally brings the nutrients locked up in the bottom waters back to the surface where all the life i s .  It's a bit like putting fertiliser on your lawn in spring and the catalyst for the whole cycle of life over the following year. 
The nmriems are used by the tiny plants (phytoplankton) to grow and multiply which are in turn eaten by the tiny animals (zooplankton) which are eaten 

by the smelt (prey fish) which drive the trout fishery.At the best of tjmes the lake is nutrient poor which is why it is so clear. There are not a lot of litlle plants floating around to make the water appear turbid and green.As a consequence each winter the smelt population starves and this is what controls their numbers, not predation by trout.,shags or catfish. 
However in the aftermath of 200; there was even Jess food than normal and the effect on the smelt population was even more dramatic. Given smelt arc almost all of what the trout eat then with many fewer smelt the trout were going to Strnggle, and they did. 
Unfortunately with the benefit of hindsight our minimum size limit of 4;cm only made the problem worse. The bonom line was there were too many trout for the available food and the one time we needed a substantial harvest the size limit acted against this. The trout didn't have enough food so they didn't 
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The recovery is happening! 

11le rains in August of 

20 IO resulted ln some 

superb fishing like this top 
notch limit taken from the 

Tongariro Rivet 

PJx>ro /Jy:Jolm \Veb/J 
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grow,didn't reach the minimum size and were therefore protected. 
This also slowed the recovery when the lake did mix again in the following winters. It's a bit like having a herd of starving cattle grazing a drought ravaged paddock. When it finally rains the stock will still graze tf1e grass as soon as it grows and so the paddock doesn't recover even though the conditions have improved. However pull the stock off for several months while the paddock flushes and when you pm them back in they likely can't keep up with the growth. 
The crux of this is that in this situation we are better to have a lot fewer trout but in reasonable condition, as occurred over the decline in the late 1980s. Furthermore, having fewer trout then speeds the recovery. 
Nevertheless the recovery has now worked itS way through and the fishery 

on the lake last summer was characterised by some very nice fish, the son of fish we typically associate with Taupo. This has continued in the winter runs especially once the rains came in August. Looking to the future, the rivers have been full of juvenile trout, many more than in recent years consistent with the huge biomass of aquatic insects evident through 2010. Ultimately their survival and growth in the lake will be dependant on the smelt stocks over the next 12 months. However there is certainly a very strong year class entering the lake fishery and not surprisingly lake anglers are already reporting catching large numbers of small fish a.round the legal limit. 
So in the short term the; fishery is definitely on the up. In the medium term though, the fishery faces a couple of significant d1aUenges. Most of us recog-
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Figure I: .Monthly percen1agc of the :UU\u.11 nin dtrough the Whitikau lrJp 1995 :ind \½ipa tr.1p 2007 to 2009 

Figure 2: £,;1irn:11cd r:1inbow 
and brown t.rout rllll through 
the \Vaipa trap 1998 to 2009 

-
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nise that the spawning run has moved later, indeed in recent years the run has peaked through the Waipa trap in Oct0bcr or November. Our ongoing study into the genetic makeup of early versus late running fish indicates there are some differences, but there are also differences in their behaviour. Figure 1 highlights the difference in nm timing between the run in the Whitikau Stream in 1995 and the nearby Waipa in recent tin1cs. 
The graph also illustrates some of the changes in behaviour. Previously the run was spread out evenly from April to September, the early nm fish spending a number of months up the river before chey acwally spawned. Typically in 

,.,.L"'-�==-==-===::-:::=::::=:::::��:!:::::::co ...... _ 
- "'°' 

Year 

:
-e-erc,..,11 tl'OUl -Rainbow trouel 

2006 2007 .,,. '°" 

the past June and July would sec large numbers of trout holding in the small pools adjacent to the spawning areas before these fish dropped back onto the redds in August and early September to actually Jay and fertilise eggs. Now spawning occurs later, with many of the trout not even reaching the grounds until October or November.This reflects that these fish are not running until they are ready to spawn, the whole migmcion seems much shorter and more intense. The au1 umn run that sustained so much of the winter angling in the past is largely gone, the trout not entering the tiver until rnost anglers have given their sport away for the winter. 
111e other major change with regard to ou,· winter angling on 1he Tongariro is chat it is clear chat the upper rjver is not holding fish like previous (imes. For those of us who cut our teeth learning to nymph fish in the Whitikau, Boulder, Break:tway or Cliff Pools the upper river just doesn't produce Like it used co.TI)iS is also consistent with our estimates of tile spawning run through the Wai pa crap (figure 2) ancl our winter counts of spawning trout in the Whitikau stream which show a trend of long term decline. 
On the face of it there appears many fewer trout run.ning the Tongariro River. 
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Flgun.."' J btlnu.1cd c:atch 
r:ate (leftJI ,ii� trout per 

hour) with 95"- confidence 
in1erv:1 1, 1or lhc1bngarim 

lti\"Cr I 985 CO 2()()() 

Fierce winter storms arc 
re<Juircd to mix ,U1d 'fcrtiliSC"' 

l.lkcToupo 
Photo VJ·.Jullc Great¥!$ 

However there i> one major contradiction which involve, our catch r:uc data collected from anglers fishing 011 the rh•er each winter (figure 3) .  
In  ) ears with large confidence intcr v:tls this rencc1, a high degree of vari:Ibility between the catch rates of the individual anglers i111erviewed. Figure 3 hiShlights the low point in rhc fishery ,n 1990/9 I and 1998, both of which can be c:xplainc:d. In the late 1980s ii i:, likely the fishery went rhrough a period of low productivili• just as we have experienced recentl)'. However on thi� occa

sion we still had an 8 fish bag limi1,3Scm size limit and rhe fishery w:i;, coming off peak angler numbers in the 11shcry. Under this scenario the angling harvest in the lake on lop of low fish numbers ,v:I, sufficient 10 have a major impacr; in simple terms vcri few fish survived to reach maturity and so run the rivcrs.'ll1e impact was felt most by river :anglers who recorded :111 a,·crage catch rate of onlr 0 . 14 fish per hour in 1991 (one fish for every 7 hours of effort) and was the t·arnlyst for the reduction in rhe dail)' bag limit down 10 3 trout in December 199 I. In hindsish1 it was however a 

good thing as discussed earlier, :1, the fisher)' quick!)' rebounded once condi tion, in1proved and wi1hom 1hc preda, tory pressure (noic the ca1ch rate, in 1992 and 1993). 
The other low poinr in 1998 which is also reflected in the W:tip:1 trap data (ngure 2) i, the aftermath o f i he 1995 and 1996 eruptions when lhc ash washed into lhe Tongariro River had a major impact on the production of roung I rout. As a consequence we increa,ed the minimum size limit 10 45cm to pro1ec1 the remaining few trout, however there were simply 1101 vcri• many in the run as evidenced by the a,•er:,ge catch ,�ue e,1i-111a1e of 0. 12  fish per hour (I fish every 8.3 hours). lmcreslingly now many anglers quote back to me what a grc:u yc:ir il was, their memories coloured by the ,izc of the nsh I hey did gcr which aver:Iged 2.4kg. Thb is a great example of how the qualil)' of what we c:nch b :t major influence on our perceptions of success. 

The importance of this is th:it previouslr in )'Cars when there have dearly been fewer trout 1hi, has been rcnected in rhc catch dat:1. Howe,·cr in 2007 and 2009 the rwo higheM catch rates in the whole period were ,·econled, 10I:tll)' incon;istcnt  wirh our data indicating many fewer fish in the upper river. 
O11ch r-Jt�-s arc in0uenccd b)' manr factors or her than just fish numbers. Amongst the kt:)' fact0rs is loc:11 knowledge and ccnainli• the advent of the imemc1 h:is :1llo"cd anglers to ,h:1rc where, what and how 10 do things in a w:Ir that previou,;l)' rook ycars to acquirc.111cref ore wherher recent catch rates rcncct any more Irou1 pre;,cnt rhan in some other years b prob-





hi hindsight keeping the 
size limit m 45cm after 2005 
was not helpt'u l and slowed 
the harvest just when it was 

needed. r<:suJting in less food, 

14 

thinner trout :'lnd a longer 
reeovery 

PIJoto 1>;1.Jolm \'Vebb 

ably debatable bm clearly they still repre

sent a lot of trout. 

So it would seem that a lot of trout still 

run into the Tongariro, but many fewer 

run right through the river. In a way this is what ,ve have already instinctively 
realised which is why so many of us now 

target the lower river. For e.xamplc on one 

recent flight l did as part of the harvest 

survey I counted 50 anglers between 

Delatours Pool and the Highway Bridge, 

27 anglers in the several kilometres of 

river immediately above the bridge and 

only 5 in the whole of the upper river 

above the Red Hut bridge. 

Why might this be? Ma)'be the spawning 

gravels in the lower river are such that 

trout don't need to go any further. 

Certainly over rwo major projects where 

we followed radio ragged trout in 199; 

and 2003 there were major differences 

in the areas favoured for spawning. 

Whereas in 199; spawning was spread 

even!)' through the river and in 2003 

more than 40% of the trout tracked 

chose to spawn between tht: Highway 

bridge and the Red Hm swing bridge. 

However maoy of the best spawning 

gravels in the whole fishery are upstream 

in the Whitikau Stream in particular and 

we would expect many of the trout co 

return to spawn where the)' themselves 

were reared. 

TI1c lack of fish in the upper river suggests 

some selective pressure acting against 

this part of the population. Indeed it is 

possible that the lack of fish using the 

upper river and the Joss of the autumn 

run component of the spawning migra

tion are linked. The habitat is as good as 

it ever was which i.n turn is as good as it 

gets in the fishery. Similarly early in their 

life the young fish move into the main 

river and mix with all the other juveniles 

so any impact at this stage should be felt 

across the whole population. 

R.�ther it sct:ms that angling harvest may 

be having an unwanted effect, both in 

the lake and the river. In hindsight on 

the Jake our 45cm size limit may have 

been instrumental in applying a selec

tive pressure on tlle early run ftSh.'the 

reality is that once the fish enter the 

river on their spawning migration they 

essentiall)' cease feeding and certainly 

stop growing. Therefore the fish that 

enter th� rivers in April have reached 

man1ce size whereas the trout running 
in September are still 6 months away. In 

Other words many of the big fish in the 

lake over summer that are targeted by 

the size limit are the early running fish. 

Particularly as the growth of the trout 

slowed during the recent downturn 

and the numbers of large fish dimin

ished then strong pressure came on 

the remaining few. A great example is a 

recent earl)' morning trip with the kids 

where we hooked and released 17 fish 

all around the current limit of 40cm. 

Nice little fish and lots of them bur we 

wanted one good fish for the smoker. In 

the end we didn't get it but if we had 

it would have been triumphantly taken 

home - when you have waded through 

17 smaller fish to take a single bigger one 

then that is very strong selection. It' s not 

just the legal restriction; more important 

may be the effect the increased limit has 

had on our perceptions as to what is a 

suitable fish to take. Whereas we may 

have been quite happy to take a 40cm 

trom when the limit was 35cm, I can't 



'l'her<: is a tendency for fish 

to be more pre,�lent in the 

towcrTongariro such as here 

at the Recd Pool 

Photo by:Jolm Webb 

help but feel many of us now look ac 

such a fish as too small. 

Similarly on theTongariro River lhe reality 

is most of us still want co fish over autumn 
and wime1; we know it is really too early 

to start in April and May but with perse

verance we get a few fish. ColJectively 

there ace a lot of anglers targeting the few 

early nm tlsh that arc present, and sooner 
or later the)' get caught. Previously when 

there were many more fish lhe odds of 
any individual trout being caught were 

much less, bm the risk increases as the 

population decreases. This scenario is not 
helped by the very settled early winters 

that have prevailed over the last decade, 

our l"ddio trdcking shows that under 
such conditions the early running fish 

simply don't move. For example in the 

2003 experiment it took tagged trout on 
average 6 1  clays ro swim from the Delta 
to 1he Fence Pool - chat means exposure 

to an awful lot of globugs and other flies. 
ft doesn't matter if the fish takes the first 

fly past its nose or the 10,000th, if it is 

knocked on the head the outcome is the 

same. 

The net effect is that it is likely selec

tion for larger fish in the lake has been 

a significant driver towards the later 
spawning run in all the Taupo rivers. 
However almost certainly in the way 

of these things there have been other 
influences that wW also have acted such 
as the downturn in productivity over 
the second pan of the decade, weather 
patterns and the like. The difference in 

the Tongariro is that the remaining early 

run fish with their habit of slow migra

tion have been further impacted by the 

intense angling pressure that continues 
to prevail on this river over aummn 

and early winter further reducing these 

stocks. In addition it appears that these 
autumn run fish were the majority of the 

trout that utilised the upper river 

So where to from here? Well it is up to 

Taupo anglers. On one hand we can take 

15 



\Vhere fO now? Do :mg.ltr:,, 
wam the n,hcr)' to rctum to 

i� original fi,hinF p:mcms or 
not?Thh could come at the 

shon term price of a closed 
�:,0n In \Qmt c:LSCS 
Photo /Jy:Jolm Web!> 

1he view th:11 1his is pare of 1he evolution of che fishery and just make the most of how it i, now. Howe,•er it does seem that mo;,c of us still prefer to fish 1he river in autumn and winter, and so we could attempt to rebuild the autumn run component of the population. An advamage is 1hat there are still .ome fish that run ac thb time so the genetic, are not totally lost. Nevertheless thb would come at a cost - if :mgling harvest is a key driver in the shift to later spawning then this impact has to be reduced, at least while the population reco,·en,. There arc a number of option, and permutations based around bag, size, area and season limiLS that would need to be carefull)' worked through least they have some unforeseen and detri· mental impact�, a, may have occurred with the introduction of the 45cm size limit in 1997. ll'> not something to be ru,hed bur ultima1cl)• whatever option was chosen the bouom line i, ii would onlr be effective ifit reduces the number of these trom currently taken b)' anglers. In other words are anglers 1>repared 10 wear some short term restriction, for a return to the wai• things were? The other key point 10 recognize i, that restrictions would likely have to extend 10 the summer lake fishery, though this is more about focu;ing the harveM on the smaller fish rather than reducing the overall harves1. 

There is obviously a great deal more analysis, consideration and discussion required, and any ch:mge would likely be ,cvcral rear.. off n,c key and what make, this topical right now is 1ha1 for us to go down I his path requires 1hat 1he laupo Sport Fisher)' Managcmcn1 Plan allow, us 10 manage and manipula1e 1hc, fishery in this war. TI1is plan is a >1atu-1ory documem which defines what we can and just as import:mcly can't do with respect to managing the fishery, :111cl is current!)' up for review.The key question 1ha1 needs to be addrc-,d in this review i; should the plan make provision for u, to consider options 10 manipula1c the wild population, or converse!)' provide clear direction 10 lea,·e weU alone. Clear))' there will be, many different points of view and it is important you make your views known. To guarantee this opportuni1y please contact our office (targenaupowxtra.co .nz or o-386 9243) to be added to the mailing lis1 10 receive lhe discussion document cnrly in the New Year. This document will highlight key issues including thi, one and also the management of L.1ke Oiamangakau as dbcu;.scd on page, 39-4 I, and will derail how to make your submission. Nore that if you arc already on 1he Target Tt111j)o mailing lbt for thi, .cawn then rou will automatlcallr recci,·c this paper. 
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Back Steaks for the Barbeque 

N
o question, venison back steaks, prepared and cooked as they should be are one of "Godzones" special treats and the Jure of the backcountry to harvest some prime venison is hard to resist. Spring and summer are great times to hunt and the areas around Lake Taupo provide some excellent opponunJties ranging from sneaking out from home for an evening hunt, to flying into the backcountry for a few days. Logging on to the new DOC web site www.doc.govt.nz/huntsika gives a broad overview of hunting techniques and areas co hunt and this article is a summary of this. 

At this time of the year, targeting open areas like clearings, river flats, sUps, farm edges, old logging roads and skids are the obvious choices but it is not quite thnt stmight forward. For the Jess experienced hunters and hunters new to the area, getting those back steaks for the barbeque can sometimes be quite diffi-

cult.To become a more successful hunter it is important to understand some basic techniques, what affeccs deer behaviour and the subtle behavioural differences between sika and red deer. Once this is understood you can modify the hunting technique to suit. 
SIKADEER 

The lengthening and shortening of the days over the course of seasons trig gers changes in deer behaviour. Over the winter the shortening of the days causes deer appetite to be �-witched off. As the days lengthen into the spring and summer months che opposite occurs, deer become hungr)', very hungry, feeding day and night to regain condition after the winter. 
Sika deer become dedicated grass caters over the spring and summer so humers need to concentrate their efforts where the gmss i s .  Sika hinds do not have a tight 
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herd structure like red deer, associating 

more loosely, which frees them up to 
wander around as individuals and take 

advantage of good grass growing areas. 

The better feed areas can attract quite a 
few sika so with care a comim,al harvest 
can be achieved by hunters in these 
zones. When hnming during daylight 
hours, don't be fooled into spending 
large amounts of time hunting large 

grassy clearings even if you are finding 

a large amount of sign out in the middle 

of them. Sika deer are very nocturnal 
during the warmer months, emerging to 
feed on the clearings at night and prefer
ring the protection of cover during 
daylight hours. Instead hum the clearing 
fringes, pole thickets and scrub areas 

like manuka and mingimingi. These 

areas offer both the grass and the secu· 
rity of cover that Sika f avour. Nso look 

for creeks that have been cleared out 

by previous floods, particularly those 
cleared by a flash floods, ofcen caused 
when a slip or debris blocks a stream 
creating a dam. When the dam bursts 

the resulting torrent of water clears 

ouc the water course leaving berund an 
open creek. With the onset of the new 

spring growth these creeks offer e..xcel

lent stalking. 

Sika arc extremely wary and flighty 

es1,ecially when away from cover and if 
alarmed will not often give the hunter 

a second chance, disappearing in a 
flash. A very slow cautious approach is 

required as the hunter ideally needs to 
see the deer first and w1til their summer 

coats come through they can be very 

hard to see. Sika deer being the inquisi
tive animals they arc, will often come 

in under cover to investigate noise and 
once they have work.eel out that it is 
being made by a huncer they will be put 
co flight. If possible, find feed areas that 

can be looked over from a vantage point 

and use the still hunting technique 
watching likely spots from a downwind 

position at an appropriate time of day 

(first and last light). 

Sika are more tolerant of human seem 

and disturbance than red deer and chey 
seem to back themselves co avoid the 
hunter without leaving the area. If you 
have disturbed deer and there is plency 

of sign, return the next day and try again 

but don't over do ic. l'oi-sika there is little 
change in feeding patterns over spring 

and summer so the hunter can continue 
to hunt the same areas using the sa1ne 
techniques over a long period. 

RED DEER 

As for sika deer I he lengthening of the 

days triggers :m increase in appetite and 

by October the spring flush is underway 

i n  most areasJ\s a browse loving species, 

red deer are less depenclem on grass 

but certainly rake advantage of spring 

growth. By the encl of November early 

December most reel deer have returned 

to the bush. For the hunter this is an 

important difference between the two 

deer species as the window of oppor

tunity for finding red deer on clearings 

is comparatively short. The exception 
to this is reel deer living in beech forest, 

where there is a greater reliance on clear

ings for food. Where open tops exist, 

such as in the Tongari,· io National Park, 

the Middle Ranges and Thunderbolt in 

the Kaimanawa's deer can be harvested 

from chese open tops right through the 
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summer. Bush hunting after November 
becomes the most productive method 
of harvesting red deer bm also the most 

difficult as a very high cleg.n;e of skill 
and knowledge is needed. Bush hunting 
techniques won't be outlined here as 

this style of hunting w:irranrs a separ.m: 
:irticlc in its own right. However. don't 
discount checking 0,11 some clearings 

later in the season :is red deer enjoy 
picking at grass seed heads, such as 
Welsh Fog. 

Reel cleer can be quite vulnerable a1 this 
time as they are more m e:ise in the open 
and less flighty. Yearling males kicked 
our of the family group, can sometimes 
be found out gmzing some distance 
from cover. often standing and staring 
m the hunter or running to the bush 
edge and stopping for a fatal last look. 
Reel deer have :1 much tighter herd struc
rure than sika, are more territorial and 
stick to their own areas so there is less 
convergence by other deer on good feed 
areas. If a really good clearing is found, it 
will only be used by the resident family 
group so humers need to be aware that 
iJ a hind and a yearling arc taken from :1 
clearing it could possibly mean the encl 
of that clearing :,s a hot spot for some 
time. 

Red deer are much less tolemnt of 
human seem and disturbance than sika 
and if pl"essured will leave the area. 
This is an important poill! of difference 
between sik:1 and red deer and humers 
need to adapt their hunting technique 
to suit. Home work on clearings or feed 
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areas should be done early in the season 
and from then on onlir visit them from 
time to time and preferably only du ring 

good hunting conditions.Avoid walking 

all over clearings and especially avoid 

checking out the surrounding bush. If 

red deer get a strong air of human then 
they will depan the area and won't 

reLUrn for a number of days so it pays 
to rotate your hunts around a !lumber 

of different spots. If red deer are not 
pressured they can be caught out on 

clearings at  dawn and especially dusk. 

Hungry stags will often be tempted out 

for a midday snack, so it pays to keep an 

eye on good feed spots at this time of 

the clay :1s well. 

THEIR SENSES 

Deer principally use three main senses 

co detect hunters . sight, hearing 

and smell, with sight being the least 

powerful and the sense of smell be,ng 
paramount. Information from the nose 
rnkes precedence over information 

from all others senses. Deer rely on air 
scent as opposed 10 ground scent like 
tracker dogs and it is che wind direc

tion and p:merns that hunters have to 

pay most attention to. This can not be 

stre ssed enough, working the wind is 

vital to being a successful hunter.Always 
hunt into the wind or cross wind and be 

prepared to go well out of your way co 

get into position and work back into the 

wind. Somecime.s this might mean shoul

dering your rifle and walking for over an 

h0llf before starting to hunt. Choose to 
hunt in light winds or breezes and avoid 
strong gusty winds. 

Deer have very good hearing and will 
have no di fficulty pin pointiJ1g a noisy 
hunter or a suspicious sound as they 

are more alarmed by foreign noises. 

Avoid metallic sounds such as clanging 
ammunition, slamming car doors or 

working the bolt of your rifle as much 

as possible when deer arc around. Deer 

get used to familiar sounds and learn 
to ignore sounds made by other deer. 
l f  undisturbed deer can be quite noisy 

themselves. In areas of high traffic such 
as production pine forests deer are 

not particularly disturbed b)' vehicles. 

Interestingly, che quiet "Sneaky Pete" 

approach is sometimes more likely to be 

taken notice of, than a natural approach 
consistent with another deer·s walk. 

Deer are colour blind in the red end 
of the spectrum and are nor good at 
distinguishing shapes, but are experts 
at detecting movement so it pays to do 

a lot of stopping and looking or using 

vantage points to watch over clearings. 
When you stop, look right around you 

too, not just straight ahead. There is an 

old saying "the deer arc where yo\, find 
them· in other words you never quite 

know where one is going co pop out .  
Deer are also less likely 10 see danger 

approaching from above, so where 

possible hunt clown onto them. 

A GOOD HUNTING TECHNIQUE 

Fir st!)'. find some good clearings or 

feed areas to hunt. Buy some maps, 
study Google Earth, check out the 
DOC web site, but above all get out 
there i n  chc bush and find some. Maybe 

if you arc J ucky, a more experienced 

hunter might cake you out and show 
you some good spots. Don't worry too 
much about the hunting at first,just get 
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ou1 there and do your homework. Mark the good spots on a GPS. r.ook for the less obvious clearings or feed gullies, the sneaky smaller clearings or open creeks that aren't as well known. Once you have found some good clearings or open crceks,study them well and get to know them inside and out. Sometimes you might need to mark a trail into them from a less obvious direction just to beat the pre,•ailing wind. A good tcclrnique is to find several likely areas that can be linked together to form a hunt. Evening is a good time f o r  this 

approach as you have plenty of time to get into position and hunt back into 1he breeze. Now this is where new hunters have to learn tO face their fears and hunr these clearings as late as 1hey can, right up until dark. Hunters have to be prepared to get back LO camp or vehicle by torch often using a compass or GPS. So choose a warm evening with a light breeze, ideally after a bit of rain and hunt. the best clearings during the magic last hour of light and maybt 1here will be backs1eaks for the l3BQ. Good luck. 
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W
hen I was a ranger at the Tongariro National Trom Centre one of the most common questions asked of me was "\Vl11.:re can we buy trom". The reaction was often one of surprise when people were informed that the buying or selling of trout was illegal in New Zealand. This was particularly so for our international visitors from the northern hemisphere whe!'e trout retail is as common in many of their countries as snapper retail is in ours. However, the Conservation Act I 987 is 

quite clear about the illegality of buying and selling of trout. Section 26ZQ states: 
Eve1y pe,·son commits an offence who 
buys, sells, or has in his or her posses
sion for tin purpose of sale an:y sporls 
ftsb taken in New Zealand, whether 
taken tawji,lly or otherwise. Further, Section 2621(4) of the Act states: 
No person sball esu,blish, ma11age or 
operate a ftsb famt for /rout. For the l'ecord, the definition of ·' sports fish" in the interpretation of 



the Conservation Act 1987 is: Eve,y 

species of freshwater fish tbal the 

Governor-General may declare, vy 

Order in Council, to be sports fish for 

tbe pwposes of lbi.s Acl; and any sucb 

Order in Council 111t:1y be expressed to 

apply to J,-esbwaler fish in any speci

fied J,-esbwaler or other waters. Trout have been declare<.! a sports fish. In some ways it is easy t0 empathise with those supporting the idea of buying and selling trouc in New Zealand.After all we have a well established and successful salmon industry and it is not hard to 

make the jump from a business about salmon production to one dealing in trout; the species arc closely related (all salmonids). The ready and established markets (or trout would be a definite advantage for any new business and the advertising campaigns to target them could be very powerful ser against the backdrop of our outstan<.ling landscapes and green image. Despite this there arc some very real and serious implications for allowing trout to become a commodity in New Zealand. However before we get into 'why' the buying and selling of trout is a threat we need to understand what we have to lose. The value of our wild and pristine trout fisheries cannot be underestimated and the potential loss of that value in both monetary and tourism terms would be highly significant. The Taupo fishery alone, which is widely regarded as one of the world's premier trout fisheries is worth somewhere in the region of $90m annually to the local ancl national economies. But it's not just the money that matters. Anglers come from all over the world to ·experience· our freshwater fisherit:S in a safe, picturesque environment. A very good example of this kind of fishing experience is the ability to go angling for the large, hard fighting wild brown rrout in 11,e wilderness areas of the South Island high country. The ability 10 take fish like rhese surrounded by snow capped peaks, relatively free of charge and without the restrictions of river ownership as in orher countries is a rare opportunity indeed - even on a global scale. Make no 111ist:1kc, in the world of trout, New Zealand fishing experiences are world class. There is another unseen benefit of our freshwater fisheries too - as an education tool. If managed corrccrly New Zealand stands to be an icon for promoting the value of sustainable and h.igh quality freshwater and fresh water habitats to a world where these things are dwindling. Trout are part of 
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this. They are widely recognised as a key 'indicator' species, their presence requiring good water quality. The Taupo forTomorrow education programmes at the Tongariro National Trout Centre has these preceptS as itS cornerstone, using trout to teach these values to upcoming generations. Although there are notable exceptions, the ability of manr New Zealand waterways to support good populations of trout shows the world that our water quality is looked after and worth protecting. So why does the sale of trout threaten these ideals? Well the reality is that from a biological point of view buying and selling of fish products or the raising of fish in captivity, which would be an inevitable consequence of making trout a commodiry, requires a number of necessary practices. These include the movement and importation of milt (sperm), ova (fish eggs) and other fish products from a variety of sources and disposal of fish offal from processing facilities.There would also be widespread sale and importation of trout products from overseas. This action carries with it rhe inherent risk of introducing disease. Once established many of these diseases are 

very difficult to control and it is almost inevitable that they will be transferred to rhe wild populations at some point. This can occur more easily than you think. For example a family enjoying a picnic beside one of our rivers has imported trout as part of the meal and someone inadvertently throws some of it into the river. Or seagulls feed on fish offal at the Tau po clump and then Lransfer this material to the lake edge. Imagine the effect of something like bacterial kidney disease (BKD) on our wild trout populations, a debilitating disease that destroys the kidneys. They cannot feed or spawn properly and ultimately the disease is fatal. There arc also genetic implications. Importation of trout genetics from different provenances may pollute the genetics of the wild st0cks, primarily through fish escape from farms.Although this might have a positive effect there could just as easily be a negatil'e one, weakening the wild fish or modifying their genotypes to make them more susceptible t0 ecosystem impacts or disease. Another critical aspecL of the whole debate is that once things become a commodity they have a dollar value. Once the value is established it is very 
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likely people will exploit it as demon

strated in some of our marine fisheries 

like paua and crayfish. This could be 

extraordinarily detrimental to the 

wild trout populations as poaching 

would become a much more aLtrac

tive proposition and a black market is 

almost certain to arise. Indeed what 

limits poaching currently is the lack 

of any large scale market to dispose 

of the fish. However, as soon as a legal 

market exists experience sllows a 

thriving black market selling produce 

under this cover will develop. For fish

eries like the South Island brown trout 

referred to earlier or theTaupo fishery 

this could be catastrophic. Many of the 

high country fisheries are "resident" 

fisheries relying on the existing popu

lations of fish in the rivers and streams 

to maintain them. lncident,�lly, this is 

one reason why many of these fish

eries are promoted solely as catch and 

release fisheries in order to protect 

the breeding stock. Trout are easier to 

catch while they are spawning too so in 

the first instance the spawning screams 

would be favoured by poachers. Many 

of them are remote so there is diffi

culty enforcing the law in these places. 

Once the spawning stock is removed, 

fishery collapse is inevitable. More 

resourcing would be needed also. 

Greater incidence of poaching would 
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require more money, people and time in compliance and law enforcement to protect fisheries. Often. increasing the penalties for such offences is cited as a possible remedy for preventing poaching. However increased penalties often result in increased risk to those enforcing the regulations and it gener ates more sopltisticated methods for poaching fish. Conceivably poaching could also carry with it a whole raft of consequences for anglers and businesses including a reduction in the bag limit or closed seasons in cem,iJ1 waters which would ultimately result in a reduction of fishing opportunity for anglers. tourism and business 
revenue. An interesting sideline of this issue is that many of our visitors discover that 

the buying and selling of trout is illegal when they dine at local restaur:111ts. Many 
want a trout meal but find that it is never on the menu. For some it is strange that a region which is so focussed on trout, does not sell it in its eateries. Many locals are queried by visitors about how they might be able to taste trout in a local restaurant. Interestingly, the act of eating trout in a restaurant is not illegal - so long as you have caught i t  yourself. The Conservation Act 1987 is quite explicit on this roo: Section 26ZQ (2) states: 
For the pu,pose of tbis section,fish shall 
be deemed to he sold if it forms part 
of a meal for whicb payment for that 

meal or any part of the meal is made, 
or wbicb is supplied to any person 

(wbetber in accordance with the terms 



of a contract of se,·vice 01· otf.lerwfse) 
who is employed by ti.le person by 
whom ti.le meal is supplied: 
However, the clause goes on 10 state: 
Pro1Jided tbat notbing in tbis subsec
tion applies to sports fisb taken legally 
pursuant to a cun·e11t licence and 
served to ti.le a ngle1· wbo took tbe fisb 
and tin angler's immediate guests. 
So as long as you had a current fishing licence when the fish was caught, the meal is not part of the cost and it is only being served to you and your immediate guests its fine. IncidentaJly it is not illegal for a fee to be paid for the Chef's time to prepare the fish, which you would obviously need to do in a commercial restaurant. 
So in the current political environment 

where there is some pressure coming to bare for making trout a commodity there r1eeds to be some very careful consideration before this takes place. There is a great deal of value and opportunity that can be preserved by maintaining the buying and selling of trout as iJlegal. Many people see the sale of trout purely a business opportunity, which is fine, but as explained there is a flip side to that coin. For many involved with managing and using trout f ish eries in New Zealand, preventing trout becoming a commodity is a mechanism for preserving the passion and art of fly angling and protecting the opponuni1y co catch wild trout in pristine surroundings for future generations. Surely this 
ts well worth considering? 
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Fast Forward to the 
Freshwater Aquarium genesis 

EHERGY 

noted in the Dec 2009 issue of 
Target Tempo, part of the "New ra• vision for the Tongariro National Trout Centre included the Genesis Energy Freshwater Aquarium. The aim of the aquarium is to showcase many of NZ's iconic freshwater fish. Jt also stands to be an education cool to teach the public about the value of fresh water ecosystems as discussed by Mike Nicholson on page 4. The displays will also include unwanted species that threaten New Zealand's waterways.This 

is primarily an advocacy tool so people can recognize unwanted organisms in their waterways and alert authorities should they do so. There was a great deal of effort put into ro the design of the aquarium and after the approval by the Department of Conservation,construction was initiated in February this year. The robust acrylic tanks are being manufactured in Napier and arc ;omm thick to both hold the large quantities of water required safely and also insulate that cold water from the 



surrounding air and so prevent condensation.The aquarium is sited between the existingTongariro NationalTrout Centre Society Riverwalk and the hatchery buildings and will therefore become an integral part of the total experience f or visitors co the Tongariro National Trout Centre. The aquarium contains l O tanks of various sizes covering a wide range of fresh water environments. These environments include waterfall pools, river headwaters and riffles, still brackish war er, slow moving forest steams and shallow lake edges. There are also tanks showing exotic fish, some of which arc classified as unwanted organisms uocler the 8iosecuriry Act 1993. ln addition to the tanks the aquarium is themed to reflect a natural setting which includes rock walls and various native plants found around streams, adding to the atmosphere. The themes were con structed in Auckland and brought down in pieces. 
Many aspecrs of the aquarium arc "first of their rype"which has presented many challenges for the designers, builders, tank manufacturers and the personnel constructing themes for these aquaria. A good example is the "riffle" tank, tJ1e aquarium centerpiece, where the chal lenge is to make the water flow and look like a typical river rapid or riffle, complete with boulders. 
The process of designing and obtaining approval to build the aquarium was a complex: and lengthy process. There were many statutory requirements and approvals required co both build and stock it with the required species many of which did not exist in the Taupo catchment. As an organization responsible for administering many of these approvals for others, being the applicant has made for an interesting insight into the process. 
Examples of tile native freshwater fish and invertebrates being displayed will include various species of bullies,kokopu (shortjaw, banded and giam) and eels 

as well as torrem fish, black flouncier, fresh water shrimp, koaro, inanga, smelt, mudfish, koura and fresh water mussels. fach of these native species will be dis played in tanks that reflect their natural environment. Examples of fish that can have detrimental impacts in new waterways will be Koi carp, gold fish, pcrd1, tench, catfish, garnbusia and rudd. They will be displayed iJl innovative tanks which reflect the need to keep rhese species from escaping and spreading. 
An essential parr of the design and approval process was to ensure there was no risk of accidentally introducing new or unwanted organisms to the Lake T.�upo ecosystem. This required a high level of risk analysis on the fmal design and criteria for stocking. Some of the outcomes from this :malysis include; 
• Scaled fish tanks contained within a bund.Additionally the bu.nd is drained to an isolated sump. 
• Ensuring the tops of these tanks arc above any previously known Tongariro River flood levels 
• Keeping fish of only one sex. 
• Procedures to cuthanize fish if flood levels did become a threat. 
The aquarium facility will also have an independent quarantine facility to ensure new fish or invertebrates captured from the wild do not introduce unwarued organisms or disease co the aqu:1rium tanks. 

There is still a considerable amount of work ro be completed before the aquarium is opened to the public early in 2011. During November the main riffle tank arrived and was fitted in place. Th.is is a very large acrylic tank which was transported from Napier in two pieces and joined at the site. The acrylic panels for the other large tanks were also fitted and scaled. The curing of the various adl1esives and sealants for these tanks will take up to 25 days before the tanks can be filled with water. After all the tanks are filled and the water reticula-
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tion si•stem checked, the final themes for the tanks will be completed and the various species introduced.The majority of the native fish will supplied by the Maharangi Technical Institute and the remainder will be sourced from local streams and lakes. 
Other challenges to be faced by the staff involved in the clay to day opera tion of the aquarium will be feeding the various types of fish and the general upkeep of the t.anks once things are running smoothly. Many species require feeding oflivc food such as meal worms, maggotS and white worms so cultures of these will need to be established and maintained. Three Department of Conservation staff and one Tongariro National Trout Centre Society volun teer aLtenclecl a two clay training and familiarization session at National 

Aquarium in Napier recently to get a handle on this operation. The session covered many aspects of the day to day running of large aquariums and proved invaluable to those who attended. 
The finished aquarium will be a tribute to the dedication of au the people and organizations involved in its concept and build. It will also be a unique and invaluable asset to theTongariro NationalTrom Centre which is an iconic Department of Conservation site and a major tourist auraction.Thc opening of the aquarium in early 20 I I will be advertised in the media so keep an eye out for it and plan to come and enjoy the experience. 
ln the mean time remember to CHECK, CLEAN, DRY and tight lines. 
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Restoration of Te Matapuna, Wild 
South Taupo Wetlands 

T
e Matapuna (South Taupo) 

wetland sirctches from Onrntua 
in the north to Waihi in the south· 

west and co,·cr, some 1500ha.The area 
h:i; had a long hiMOI)' of fire mainly per
petuated by human habit:1tion. llefore 
humans arrived the wetland w:,s domi

nated by tall n:nivc trees including kahi
katea, ma,ai, ribbonwoocl and kowhai. 

With the arri,•al of human, and I he insa-
1 iable need for grazing Janel, much of the 

wetland fores! was felled and burnt. As 

a result, man)' of 1he native tree species 

arc no,v in cxtrcn1ely lo,v numbers i n  

1he wetland. 

Tc Matapuna wc1lancl is one of1hc largest 

we1lands in the orth Island and also 
holds a grcal dc:11 of cultuml value to 

local iwi. II provides man)' recreational 
opponuni1ie, for the local community. 
Unforwna1ely, 1hc tree species 1h:11 now 

domina1e the we1lancl are gre)' and crack 

willow.ll1ese are introduced species :111cl 
considered to be the number one weed 

ofTc �latapuna and many other wc1lands 
around New Z<.-aland. WUlow tree,, take 

over we1Jands and work to turn wet land 
in10 'dry Janel' by developing large mot 

ma�ses and trapping sediment. 

Wc1lands are extreme!)' in1portant cco,,1-s
tcm, :is they ac1 a., muure·s sponge,. l11C)' 
rcinin water in periods of drought :md 

soak up water in periods of rain which 
in 111rn can help prevent 0oocling. The)' 
can :,!so act :i; fillers improving ,,-a1er 

qu:1lil)' entering lake ecosystem, ,uch 

as Lake Taupo. Wei lands arc :11;,o home 
10 man)' endangered plant and animal 

species. To pro1cc1 :md enhance 1hcsc 
,:tlucs in Te Matapuna, the Department 

of Conservation have been working in 
pannership wilh the Tongariro Nawral 



Willow� arc destructive to 
wetlands and arc slowl)' 

bei ng killed and tt:mo\·cd 
from1C �latapun:1 like.: these 

onc.s near State MiS,lhvay I 
Photo IJJ·:J0t1n1w Nash 
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I listory Society since 2005 carrying out willow co111rol on areas of pubLic conservation land in the Waimarino Recreation Reserve, the Waioraka Scenic Reserve, and in association with Ngati Rongomai the upper Waitoaka River. The Waiocaka and Waimarino Rivers are two of the main watercourses fcedu1g Te Matapuna. ln conjunction with the willow control, restoration sites for new native plantings have been created. Large areas of grei' and cnick willow have been controlled through aerial boom and spot spniying backed up by ground control using the drilling tech· niques which involves drilling into the willow trunks and injecting herbicide. This operation has been completed by Department of Conservation staff, Tongariro Natur:tl History Society voltm· teers and local contracto1·s. The wo,·k is always carried out between December and February as this is when the willow trees are in full leaf, the sap is rising 

and they are at the best growth stage to actively take in the herbicide. By killing the willow trees 1he native veg• etation will have a chance to re-estab· Lish and ,vith time, dominate the areas previously occupied by willow. In turn this will provide better habitat for the endangered fauna that inhabit the wetland including bird species such as Australian binern, banded rail and fern4 bird. Clearing the willow will : -l!so give the wetland a chance co return to its 'natural state' and perform its ecosystem services of flood and drought control. New areas of Tc Matapuna are being designated for control each year, and local iwi have also been encouraged to control willow on the areas of land that is under their ownership. In addition to willow control, two riparian restoration sites have also been established. The first of these sites chosen is alongside the Waiotaka River in the Waiotaka Scenic Reserve. 



Before (IOp) and after 
(bottom) wi llow :md 

weed removal J\e.ar 

the Waiotaka River, 
111i s Sile is now ready 

for r,-stor-.uion pl anl ing 

P/Jotos by:Tbco \fly/le 

Having previously been farmed, this was a very weedy site so it benefited greatly from restoration. An area of 2ha was cleared of all weedy ground cover (predominantly blackberry) using a tractor and rotary slasher and all willow trees on site were drilled and poisoned. As ground cover weeds began to re-emerge they were destroyed and in due course, wlien 

the planting site was ready, a team of people planted some 750 native plants. Kahikacea and cabbage trees were a feature of the planting, whilst other trees planted included kowhai, ribbonwood, m:inuka, and coct0c, all of which would have historically been dominant here. These plants came from local seed sources around theTongariro area. They were grown on and cared for by 
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the Tongariro Natural Historr Society in their nursery. It is vcrr important in restoration plantings that the plants usc;d nee 'locall)' sourced' to avoid the introduction of new cultivars into the area which might be genetically different and unsuitable for the site. These planes have now been in the ground for 17 months and are showing tremendous growth, prompting further ground clearance for additional plantings at a later date. 
A second restoration site w:L� established earlie1· this year on State Highway One along the banks of the Waimarino River. This site is on private Maori land and was chosen as a 'showcase site' as it can be easily viewed by tr-.tffic passing by. In this w:1y, the wetland rcst0ration progress can be shared by all. Th.is area of roughly l ha in size was plamed in species very sinlilar t0 the Waioraka planting site, and was planted collaboratively by local iwi, Tongariro Nanu:al History Society volunteers and l)epanmenc of Conservation 

biodiversity staff. Recently with the warm weather these new plantings have shown e.xcellent signs of growth :md we are all excited about the fun1rc of this site. Continual monitoring is required to keep an eye on the weed re-growth around the plants and release spraying will be per formed when anti where nccess.-ucy. 
This wetland restoration will provide great benefit m :mglers. As anglers well know, exotic species like willows often make it very difficult m reach the river edge ,U1<1 gain access to fishing spots. By poisoning the crack willow t11at tend to hug the margin of the Waiocaka and W aimarino rivers, and the nasty blackberry scrub that so often surrounds the base of them. access and back-casting room will be greatly improved. Imagine the pleasure of angling under rhe shade of a beamiful kowhai or ribbonwood as these species re-colonise over time. Ah yes, anglers and conseniationists alike, we all eagerly await the ren,rn ofTe Matapu na wetland to its former glory! 
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Have you Enjoyed 

Reading Target Tau po 

re you enj oying reading Target Taupo> If you would like to receive the next one then read on. From the start of the new season (I st July 2010) we will be equiring your postal information again so we can send you Ta,:getTaupo. You on.ly need to re�istcr once for the 2010/1 1 season. Previously we used to compile the address list from che duplicates of all our whole season licences sold. However due to major ongoing issues of illegible scribe, incorrect or incomplete addresses and in conjunction with the very considerable staff resources to transcribe the 11 ,000 or s'b uames and addresses, we have looked at new ways to collect this information. So please send your contact details in via email or phone us .  Receiving your postal informacion this way will also give us a point of contact to fdllow up on any vical information that may be missing, increl1sing the likelihood of you receiving your valued issues of the magazine. We cm also use your details to send out information on the upcoming Management Plan review. \"qc need your full home poscal address rather than your holiday home address. Similarly if you are Rural Delivery, as many homes are, please remember you have to be registered for Rural Delivery with New Zealan� Pose to c·eceive mail. 
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Too ManyTrout? 

T
he trend of ,·cry large numbers of nice but not huge trout, continued this winter at l.1ke Otamangakau. Previously this fishery was recognised for very low catch rates, but the fi;,h t:1ken were often of truly trophy size. 

Since 1994 we have trapped the spawning nm in the Te Whaiau and nearby Papakai Streams from April 10 August. 111e spawning migrations into th�-;,c two streams comprise almost all of the mature trnut living in l;1kcs Otamangakau and 'le Whaiau. The trend in the brown and minbow trout populations over this period is shown in figure I. 
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A, in recent year, the rainbow run is approximately ,e"en times larger than in the mid 1990',. Similarly the brown run continues to slowly increase and the run Lltis winter is the largest recorded since trapping begun. 
Thi, wollld seem to be good new, but these numbers have come at the cost of flsh size. While the rainbow run was eotimated at onli• 544 fish in I 995. 20% of the run wa, l kilograms or larger and 36 trout recorded in exec,, of the magical !0lbs (4. 54kg). By contrast this year the l:1rgcst rainbow recorded wa, only 3.95kg. The smaller size of the trout is reflected in figure 2 which 
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shows the trend in average size over the last 17 years. 
TI1e very high rainbow numbers over the last three years coincide with the lowest average size recorded, one and a quarter kilograms less than in 199;. lnterestingl)' changes in the average size of the brown trout closely mirror the trend in the rainbows,despite the brown trout population onli• gradually increasing over this pe1iod. The rainbows still have an average condition factor of aw11nd 43.5 to 44 which l'epresencs a nice fish by any standards; however this is sig11i.ficantly less than the 47.5 and 48 condition fucco,-s measured in 199; and 1996 respective!)•. Indeed 

in the mid 1990s the average condition factor of the maiden trout (on their first spawning migration) was over 50 wlticll is tntly ouistanding, and perhaps goes a long way to explaining the incidence of so many large tmut. 
So it seems that once the biomass of trout has increased past a particular level that this has significantly impacted on the individual growth rates and I herefore production of trophy fish. This raises the question as to whether we might try to manage trout numbers to increase growth rates, or retain the sratus quo and enjoy the high catch rates of what arc still very nice fish. 
It is an opportune time co debate this as the Taupo Sport Fishery Management Plan which guides our management of Lake Otamangakau is now up for re,�ew. Currently the lake is identified as a trophy fishery and to be managed in this way.With the knowledge gained from tl1e recent m1pping results tltis would suggest we need to signit'ica111Jy reduce tfOut numbers, which in mm would negatively affect catch rates but hopefully result in a higher incidence of very big fish. What should we clo? So fur anglers are divided depending on their experience of tl1e lake. Almost without exception tl1ose that fished through the period of very low catch rates bm very large fish in the mid 1990s favour a remrn 



10 this scenario.That iS interesting given how hard the fishing could be (the average catch rate in 1995 was one fish every L I  hours). However those who have come since say it is a wonderful fishery as it is and leave well alone. In the short term we will almost certainly see some reduction in numbers in the next couple of ye,u-s anyway, as a consequet\Ce of all the rain during September and the flooding in Lake Taupo tluough into the Waikato. During this time Genesis were required to cease diverting water from the \Xl'estern diversions of the Tongariro Power Scheme into Lake Taupo for several weeks. This necessitated Closing Wairehu Canal and spilling Lake Te Whaiau, the flow over the spillway taking many returning trout and newly emerged fry from Te Whaiau Stream with it into the Wbanganui system. It's not au bad as in reality tJ1is event may well give a steer as to a possible solution should we seek to reduce trout numbers on an ongoing basis. Similarly results over the next couple of years should re,•eal whether having a smaller trout pop,ilation is in fact reflected by an incrt.-ase again in trout growth and size, or just a red herring. It will also be interesting to see how anglers feel about any changes. If you would like to make your views known on this issue please take the opportunity to be added to our mailing list co receive the management plan discussion paper as detailed on page 38. 
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The Concept of Trophy 

A
s explained in the last issue of 
Ta,-ge1 Taupo the fishery at Lake Otamangakau has shifted in the last decade from one producing many large minbow trout that were hard to catch, to the more recem dynamic of an abundance of smaller fish that are easier to catch.TI1is swing will probably satisfy angkrs for whom size does not matter and who enjoy relatively high catch mies. However, for another group, the catch rme appears unimportant and whai draws them to Lake O is the prospect of catching a fish as large as those of yesteryear . 

In tltis article I will explore what drives us to go fishing in the first place. I have deliberately also included references to hunting as both pursuits have the same origin and m any aspects in common. Many anglers are also hunters. In fact the enlivening and highly recommended 

book written by Jose Ortega y Gasset "The Meditations of Hunting" (ISBN! 0: 1885106181) has been the main 
impetus behind writing this article and the sections in italics in the text that do not mention their origin are extracts of this book. Further on the article also e.xamines the concept of"trophy". 
Of course we fish or hunt because we love it, but why do we love it so much? There does not appear tO be any historical surveys carried out in New Zealand aimed at finding out why. However, in 2007 Conser\'ation Force, an international organisation trying to protect the rights of anglers and hunters asked that question of 2400 anglers and hun1ers acmss the United States.The results indicate that the overriding reasons driving Americans to go either fishing or hunting arc similar. There is one clear difference between anglers and hunters though. lt 
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seems that fishing provides more relaxation but less contact with namre than hunting. It is reasonable to assume that the motivation pushing Kiwis to go fishing and or hunting will be similar. The I.Ible below illustrates the results from the Aroc.:rican surver 
Hunting and Fishing Motivation Interestingly neither "procuring a 
trophy"' or ''providing n1c:at" arc reasons represented in the results, at least explicitly. It is possible that the "challenge" responses from anglers and hunters alludes 10 securing a trophy fish or animal, however, it is still only sign;fi. cant for 20% of anglers and I 6% of the hunters surveyed. So this is probably the first and somewhat unexpected lesson: the vast majority of today's anglers and hunters don't seek their quarry with the intention of securing a trophy or food. 

WHAT MOTIVATES PEOPLE TO HUNT AND FISH? 
To rel.Lx 
Get awav to nature 
Good familv activitv/<wod wav to snend time with friends 
The challenee 
Other 
Don't know or no answer 

The concept that most anglers don't go fishing to physicaUy catch a fish is very intriguing indeed and might be quite foreign for some. 
In ancient times there was absolutely no other reason to go fishing than to provide food. People had to devote their entire lives to hunting and fishing in ordel' to survive. Hunting and fishing were the first occupations and the first professions. Hunting and fishing were unavoidable and practically the sole supporter of continued existence. Furthermore, these activities totally governed human life, its aces and ideals, its technical progress and its social aspects. So in many ways hunting and fishing were responsible for the first life styles. In early times being human consisted of being a hunter and angler (often later referred to as a hunter gatherer). 
In the modem era it is appropriate to ask 

ANGLERS HUNTERS 
27.9% 15.4% 

27.6% 42.8% 

20.6% 203% 

19.3% 15.5% 

'1.9% 4.3% 

0.7% 1.6% 
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if we have almost completely losr this original instinct. This is hard to believe considering that we still have the same genes. Logically our instinct to hunt and fish should still be buried in there somewhere. Also, we all know that hunting and fishing does not always culminate with the capmre of something but most will agree that when it does it certainly adds to our enjoyment of life. So let's 

have a better look at each of the reasons listed in Table 1 driving people to undertake hunting and fishing pursuits. 
Going fishing for relaxation is the main reason given by anglers. Relaxation is a vague State of rnind that can be felt dif ferently in different situations. For some it may mean solitude, and for others shariJ1g time with friends. Relaxation also has obvious limits. For example who c:mnot remember an :mgling joumey that started in a very relaxed manner, but after you had gone through half a spool of fluoroc,u·bon and left l O nymphs on the bottom those relaxed feelings were seriously frayed' Intriguingly regardless of these events, which happen all too often, some1hing deeper pushes us to return again and again. Why? Perhaps angling makes us feel free in our otherwise turbulent world. We are free when ;mgling - not neccssaril)' because it changes our ordinary rour.incs, but because we can move beyond our ordinary selves,and return to our more primal roots. Progress bas projectetl the h11111t111 fri,-away fiYJm his tmcestn:il proximil)1 of 



natw-e lhatis a11imals,plants, and mine,, 

als.Now we enjoy bu11ting a11dftshi11g tis 

they a,-e tbe 011ly occupatio11s tbat allow 

11s to return to tbe 11atw-e and, hence, to 

take a holiday from t/3e hwnanitJi 

This is why the need to get away to nature is almost as important as seeking relaxation and the second most important reason cited for angling. This is reasonably easy to conceive as fishing makes us more aware and more con� templative of our natural surroundings. When we arc fishing or hunting we fall in love \:Vit h nature: 
This is why we hunt and fish. When we are tired of being "modern" we rake our guns, rods, whislle the dog and go to the hush or the rh•er to spend a few hours enjoying being "palaeoLithic". 
Man bas always bat/ the opportwzity 

to escape from tbe p,-esent to tbe J>ri111i

ti1Je form of being b1tmt111 tbat started 

bisto1J1. Befo,·e tbe primili1Je form of 

lmma11 kind was only what 1'.f per111a

ne11t: natw·e. Tbe nature man is still 

here but bit/den in tbe bistoric man. 

117/,en we ct1/I bim bere be comes a bit 

stiff and drowsy b11t be is still present. 

It is amazing to note bow quickly we 

l"et1lize nature and lose our worries, 

mood and the character of our ebYJty day 

life to wake 11J> tbe sewage human in om• 

selves wb<m we leave t/,e city mu/ arrive 

in "natum''. Our life seems to lose weight 

that is progressively replt1cetl by (I sort of 

adolescence's pe,fmne antt fi-esbness. 

The bunting and fishing grounds are 

neoer e.xotic but to tbe co11tra1J1 so111e

lbing alre(lc/y known, wbere we could 

(I/ways have been anti the 'Jeml" man 

who sudtlenly appetU'S in us doesn't 

introduce bi111self as a foreigner but 

as 0111· mos! evldenl, spontaneous and 

comfortt,ble "/". 
Ma.11 is t11ransf11slon of nature.He moved 

oul of It and started to mak.e bistory 
ttJ1i11g bard to realize the imaginm:,1 

tbe imp,·obable, and even tbe impos

sible. His101y is always made C/gainst 

lbe grain of nature. MC/n goes hunting/ 

fishing to 1-ela:x by 1-etuming transitorily 

t111d artificially to aooid bistorJl 

\Ve need to presen;e tbis al1·id impul

sion tht1t we have inberited from tbe 

primitive 111t1n. JI is only tbrougb bim 

that we C{.111 obtain the g,-eatest luct·u,y: 

being able to enjoy a holiday from our 

bmnrm condition tbrough an auffnn

tic inunersion in nature. 

The third most importam reason that drives anglers to go fishing is co share some Lime with their famil)' or friends. TI1is sentiment may well be a reminiscent of our ancient life too. It is important for some of us to show that we stW bave 1:he capability to provide for our families. ·me fact that we may no longer need to go fishing or hunting to provide food and clothing is immaterial; fundamentally we still need co know that we can be providers and fishing or hunting give us this reassurance. 
Hunters k11ow from first-band e:,,1,eri

ence thal "life li1Jes on lives, "Tbe bunter 

participates directly in tbe mostjimda

mental processes of life, wbich is why 

tbe food cbain is for him a lolle cbain. 

And that is why bunters ha1Je been. and 

slill are, by fm; tbe foremost consema

tionists of wildlife rmd wild places, to 

lbe benefit of eve,yone. 

- Randall L. Eaton 
However, as John Madson summarized during the Symposium on NorthAmeri<�t's Hunting Heritage in 1993 in Bozc1mu1. 

Hunters may llJ' to ,-educe tbeirmotives 

to s11cb tangibles as tropbies, metit, 

good dogwork, companionshif), e:xe,, 

cise, freedom in quality enviro11me11ts, 

or simply "adventure." Underlying all 

that, howeve,; are deeply embedded 

reasons tb(lt neither bunter nor psy

cbologist is ,-eal/y equipped 10 fatbom. 

This may well be so but there is a further inrrii,•uing question that needs consideration. Wh)' for some is there the challenge in fishing or hunting 10 procure a trophy? 
Erymologicall)', the word trophy comes from the French trophce and means a 
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monument to victory. History tells us that in ancient Greece, trophies were cn:· ated on the battlefields where the enemy had been defeated and various items were dedicated to a god or gods. These trO· phies included captured weapons and other military paranephalia, which were hung on a tree or a la,:ge pos1. The ancient Romans wanted to keep their trophies closer ro home. Instead, of erecting a tribute to the victors and the gods on victory ground, the Romans had special trophies constructed in Rome. These trophies often included architectural structures like columns and arches built on pedestals. 
Another ancient form of representing trophies was to display various parts of the human body taken from the enemy. Archaeological evidence indicates that this practice is of great antiquity and was conunon in every major culture. The removal and preserving of the head, scalp, eye, ears, teeth, cheekbone, man dible, arms, hands, fingers, legs, feet and sometimes genitalia for use as I rophies was wi<lespread. Fortunately this sort of practice is nowadai•s the prerogaLive of only of a few disrurbed minds. 
TI1e origin of rnking animal body parts as trophies is more obscure. For many cenru1ies humans have felt a need to display "dead things", particularly in natural history museums. Trophy mounts of a variety of animals are common wall decorations. However.a major difference to the human trophies mentioned earlier is that aniJm� pa11s are often taken aocl used as everyday objects, such as deer antler used as a knife handles, chandeliers, tables, coat hangers, or as a priest to kill trout. 
But the use of trophies in this regard was something that developed over time. Early hunting and fishing was much more primal. The prehistoric paintings found in caves in Lascaux in southern fmnce and in Altamira in Spain dearly indicate that early hunting and fishing was not for the purpose of securing trophies flt all. These paintings represent 

vibrant animals roaming the countryside and hunting scenes portraying their capture as encountered by the hunter. This means that the artists who painted them had survived the experience, something that was not a given when you consicle,· the beasts they had to deal with and the archaic weapons available. These victories of human over animal for food or to prove strength in the face of danger were one of the prerequisites for the survival of our species. In some ways the excitement of the hunt and the danger it entailed paved the way for the culture of ·trophy". Trophies were used to teach and tell stories relaying the meaning of success io funire generations. It is interesting that in the modern era animals destined for human consumption are rarely mounted and displayed. Visual images of these "used animals" convey the message that using animals LO meet human needs is normal and we should not be bothered by the practice. 
After the invention of photography in the mid-nineteenth cencury by Joseph Nicephore Niepce, pictures have been used to reco,x:l animal trophies. Trophy phot0graphs in hunting or fishiJ1g magazines are now records of prowess.strength, 
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and virility for some and f o r  others they conve)' the beauty of nature and wild animals.TI1e covers of hunting and fishing magazines usually display vibrant images of, beauriful and majestic tahr, deer or chamois running gracefully or standing majestically. If a trout figures on the cover then it will be leaping or be swimming in crystal clear water. Oddly enough the pages between the from and back covers will be full of dead animals or fish suggesting that death nor life coru1ecrs the gatherer with nature and animals. 
Another interesting facet is the fact that for most terrestrial animals the body parts displayed generally come from males. Oeer antlers and boar tasks ,u·e probably the most common in New Zealand. Perhaps it seems from the greater level of danger encountered when dispatching a large strong male of the species all those years ago. But the display of aquatic animals like fish trophies is different. The display of fish pares as trophies is not common practice except perhaps for the terrifying open jaws of a shark or the long elegance of a marlin bill. Further, photographs of fish as a trophy convey a similar impact as a wall motu1ted trophy because the fish 

doesn't need to die. lfyou catch a trophy fish you can weigh it, photograph it and still have the choice of releasing it. This is unlike terrestrial animals where the kill is compulsory, it cannot be caught, photographed and released. It is also traditionally been more difficult for a caxidermist to recreate a realistic 'live' looking fish and f o r  trophy fish sex doesn't appear co be imporcant. 
So what is considered as a trophy? Most of us will never kill and mount ·111e Mother of AU Trout". Yet we probably all have the story of a fish that we will always remember and tell every time the right circumscances arise. The special value of that fish for us is not always measured in weight or  length but on the litres of  sweat or adrenalin released during a duel that was fair and square. 
However, the assessment of a trophy is highly dependent on where a fish was taken and what the population is like. Take a 10 pound trout.Often this magical limit is set to separate the ordinary from the trophy trout. But here's the catch. If you secure that fish in a fishery where most fish reach 1 1  pounds it will certainly not have the same prominence as 
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Taupo lfOU l ha\'C an aVerage 

weight of 15kg Ii.kc this one.: 

:md :m: ,rophic.:s co mO!it 

other angler:-;: in chc world 

P/Joto by:JoJJn Webb 

a 10 pounder caught where fish average 5 pounds. This means that you need co assess what constitutes a ccophy for the place that is being fished or hunted. For example in Taupo the size of the u·om monitored in Waipa would suggest that, for the last 2 decades, any rainbow trout above 8 pounds can easily be considered as a trophy. On the other hand for a brown that figure could be 10 pounds. In lake Otamangakau a 10 pound rainbow or brown can now be labeUed as a trophy. During the micl 1990's the.: prospects of catching a rainbow heavier than 10 pounds in this lake were much higher and a trophy during this period was more around the 13 potmd mark. Conceivably, tltis means rhe concept of  rroph)' can change with time.Judging by the response from the anglers on Lake O this season it appears that many anglers familiar with the fishery don't want 10 lower the 13 pound benchmark. Another side 10 this is the opportunities 

available 10 secure a trophy. For example if you were an angler that had only a once in a lifetime opportunity co catch a rainbow trom I would suggest that a rainbow of any size would constimte a trophy. In this way what constitutes a trophy is not measured in units and is in the eye of the beholder fo1· any number of reasons. A final word, at Taupo we catch 'trophy' trout as a matter of course. Putting this ia perspective is 10 compare them with the size of trout overseas. Every New Zc.:alander who has been travelling and fishing for trout ia Europe or America is certainly aware of that. Our average size trout of 1.5 kg caught at a rate of 0.3 fish per angler per hour dwarfs the aspirations of just about any other angler worldwide. So when you next catch one th.ink fantastic, another trophy in Lhe bag! Remember the proverb that says It is not the quarry, but the chase, nol the trophy, bm the race. 



Oy Dave (Did)'nlO) C:idc, 
Hadlee Cade 

and Ethan Wimer 
D:tv<: b, our did)1JHO raOA<::r 

Top: A young I ladlcc Cade (5) 
wi1h a couple of nice.: rain, 

bow� nc:1 r Kinloch 
Pl,oto I�)• :  /)(u't' Cadt• 

The Rewards of Fishing With Kids 

I 
spend a lot of time on 1he riverbanks either in the course of my work or when I'm fishing in my own time and I have plenry of opportunities to observe people behaviour. The declining recruitment of young people into freshwater angling is something that often goes unnoticed but addressing it is essential for the f11Lure of both fir fislJjng as a sport, and rhe health and vibrancy of freshwater fisheries themselves. \'ifhile I feel there are Jess roung people fishing tod ay than say 30 years ago I also think there is a great deal more we can do to recruit young people into freshwater fishing. 

For instance, take a parent who has a child aged somewhere around IO years, and nor yet big enough to fish rheTongariro River with large rods and a weighted nymph. In many cases they will take 

the option of waiting until that child is strong enough to handle the equipment before introducing them to 1hc sport. Howe,•er, another option is co start them off on a smaller river with a wetline .The smaller streams around Taupo such as the \X1aimarino or Hinemaiaia ai-e much easier for young people to learn on than theTongariro, but I seldom sec this happening. Smaller rivers can provide som1;: superb spol't at times, they are relatively safe and require smaller casts b)' the less ex.perienced an1ong us .  
Fishing with weighted nymphs to spol\vning trout i:; a vt:ry popular mcihod now and there is  little doubt that i1 is very successful. But nymphing is quite technical in its applicarion. Further, weighted nrmphs certainly don't make learning to cast any easier. On rivers like the Tongariro you are 



H:tdlcc Cade :u the Major 
Jones POOl.10ng;:1riro River. 

Pb<>to by: Otu,V! Catie 

The cycle cominues. J ladl e e  
Cade p:tl>Scs on some tips to 

you ng lk·n 81:tckmorc on the 
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Hincmaiafa River 

Pboto by: Dtn-e Cad<' 

dealing with long leaders, multiple flies and indicators that all need to be monitored while fishing. \Xfetlines on the 
other hand are nice and simple, have shorter leaders, usually with one fly or lure and are fairly easy to cast.A wetline with a rabbit fly or a woolly bugger can be as lethal as a nymph when there are fish around. There are plenty of places on the smaller rivers where a child in their gumbootS with a wetline and a rabbit fly trailed downstream can cr,rch trout. rn Tony Jensen's book Trout of the Tongariro, on page 106 there is an excellent story of a young boy catching plenty of fish doing exactly this. Having ready success is key for a young person starting down the angling trail - i,nd let's face it, we have all been there. I-Jave you ever hooked a fish, glanced around to see the look of longing on the face of ,1 young person fishing close by? One of the things I regularly do in this circumstance, if I'm blessed enough to hook a fish, is hand the rod to them.After all, I have caught plenty, and I can catch plenty more because I am experienced. Personally, one of the most rewarding tl1ings abom fishing is ro make a young persons day. Once youngsters become anglers, 



l 'erwn:lllr, one of the most 
rc.."Warding 1hing,s abou 1 

fishing i� making :t young 
persons day. Ben Cooper 

with awp fish 
/>/Joto IJy:Simou Catie 

1 am astounded by their sudden commitment to the preservation and care of our rivers and lakes as weJI. My son Hadlee Cade was awarclecl a Oeparcmem of Conservation award in 2008 for his voluntary work. Ethan Winter clicl a Gateway programme with the Department in 20 I 0 and both of these young men now work part time for the Department helping with the aquatic weed campaigns. In 

addition I have 3 young people from Wanganui,Taupo and Auckland who will be spending time with me this summer on a voluntary basis doing conservation work like trapping and weed control. I really enjoy miking to )'O,mg people abom how they got i.J.uo fishing and what their ideals are about the fishery. Ethan Winter recalls: 
"Fly fishing to me is all about getting out 
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Out on lhcir own now. Jamc.s 
Willi ams and J ladlcc C:1de 

cnjo)' chasing rainbows 
PJ>0to by: Daiv: c,,de 
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on the wmer with my mates. I got into the 
spon whe,1 I got a flyrod for Clu·istmas. 
I would go fishing after school and on 

the weekends. A
f

ter a year I caught my 

first rainbow troll!. What kept me going 

was the challenge of getting my casting 

and mending of the drift right and then 

landing my first trout. Some people think 
)'Oung people should be able 10 bai1fish 
or spin.fish in the river but l would always 
have gone for fly fishing. To me it ·s a 

better way and more challenging. ll1at's 

what go1 me i J1to fishing and I still love it 
to this day". 

For many people it is about building 

memories too. The following testimony 

is from Hadlee Cade: 

.. , was first introduced to trout fishing 
b)' my dad. We used 10 come to Tau po 

on holiday from 1he farm and go out 
harling in the dinghy. I'd really enjoyed 

fighting any fish that 1 hooked and dad 
would encourage us by letting us fight 

fish he hooked as well. I was ; when 

I caught my first limit from Grandad's 

boat harling in Kinloch 13ay. 

I was 7 when we moved to Taupo and 
from then on I really enjoyed going 

fly fishing during the winter months. 

We would get up about 6am and have 

the car packed. We would eat 1oas1 and 

milo f or  breakfast on 1he wa)' to the 

river. I would fish for a while but if the 

action was slow I would lose interest 

quickly, put my fishing rod somewhere 
safe and head off to build a hut. Dad 

spent time teaching me the difference 

between native trees and weed trees 
and I soon underswod that I could cut 

any1hing down as long as it was a weed 

like broom or lupin. So he would fish 
and I would build huts but whenever 



he hooked one I would drop every 
thing and go and fight the fish. That was 

always my job and it made me feel as 

though I was part of the ;,ction. I was 

also part of the action one day when we 
,vent to cross back over the Hi.ncmaiaia 

Stream after fishing a pool. The Stream 

was fail'ly shallow but too deep for me 
to wade in my gumboots so D;,d put me 

on his back and off we went. We had 
cro$Sed over lots of times at the same 

spot bur this rime Dad tripped on a rock 

and we both went in the river. So there 

we were standing i n the stream in about 

2 feet of water, both of us wet through 

laughing our heads off. 

Whcn l was older Dad bought me my 
first fishing rod. Wow my own fishing 

rod, it was a big thing for me. I also got 

a fishing jacket for Christmas that year 
and a reel from my Grandad. It was a 
great day in the middle of 2007 when I 
hooked and landed my first river fish on 
my own rod and I felt as though I had 

achic,•ed something magic. So with my 
own waders and gear it was no,v all on. 

Look out fish!! 

The spirit that clad and I shared helped 

foster my Jove for fishing and as a child 

and the more your parents make you 
part of something the more you want ro 
do it with them. 

Once I had starred to catch fish on the 
own th:-Lt ,v::is it,I ,vas out and into i t .  One 

big day was when I hooked and landed 

2 fish from the Major Jones Pool on the 

Tongariro in between 2 guides and their 

clients. I thought I wr,s the man! Any 

d1ild interested in fly fishing will always 

go further with thc support from their 

famil)' and being kept part of the action:· 

In Ill)' view a lot of young people are keen 

to fly fish and spend time looking after 

the ri vers. Bringing young people along 

is ec:xtremel)' rewarding for both parties 

and there are ways to do it succcssfull)' 

- invcsti.ng time is the key. Changing regu

lations LO make fish easier to �-atch will 

help young people into freshwater fisher

ies, but by the same token Jets help thcm 

:rnd foster their memories and angling 

experi ences as much as \Ve cu,. 
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A drift diver checks the 
overhangs for �ign.:. of life.: 

Photo l!v: Heath C,11ir11s 

S 
ome-ofyou may have seen a.bunch, - oi,;,ysterious, n1:opre12e clad mcft ' viduals wandering past you in the upper reaches of a river wllil<e-YOu are quietly enjoying a days angling and wondered "\Vbat are they up to?" .To answer this question the following article provides a small insight into the operation of drift diving, what it entails and why the information collected on drift dives is so important in assessing the health of freshwater tisheries. 

Why Drift Dive? Drift diving is conducted by a team of specially trained individuals who 'drift' down rivers, maintaining a perpendicu· lar line to the riverbank, counting both the rainbow and brown trout. In the case of Tau po we are counting spawning trout over winter, cold and potentially dangerous work, but necessary for understanding the dynamics of our trout populations. The daca collectecl during drift dives includes the quamity, size and species of the trout that have that have escaped capture in the lake or rivers and made it tO the relative 

Over time, the data helps in managing the. overall objective of maintaining a sustainable, wild fishing resource. Drift diving also has some additional functions. Poaching and evidence of fishing closed waters is often determined during drift dives. 
Basic Techniques Divers assess each reach (pool) of a river prior to flo:1ting through.This is LO determine any hazards and decide on which route tO follow and unde1·1ake che count. Trout will of1en hide under river banks so the choice of route is import.ant.This initial inspection also determines if any "duck diving" (complete submersion) is to be conducted and the ex.it point to regroup and collate darn. When the dive commences, divers line out across the river at a distance "'here your buddy's hand can be seen comfort ably underwater; the theory being, if you can see a hand, )'Ou ctm see a trout passing between you and the next diver. 



Sn:tS-,1, and debris can he 

dangerous for drift divers and 

ch� 11lc.::nging for coonting the 

fish hiding in thei r shadows 

the river bank (by swimmin'g faster or holding back) and, at the same time, looking towards them 
Each diver counts the trout that swim upstream between the neighbouring diver and themselves. Rainbows are more e,isily spooked than browns and will often swim downstream ahead of 

Toe divers t0 the tail of tl1c pool, turn � and bolt ups!ream past the divers all at onc<!.Jt is le$.S Stressful on the trout and makes for an easier count if one diver purposely widens the gap (called 'opening the <loot· '), essentially offering an escape upstream for the herded fish. Conversely browns are more sedentary and often hold up where they are until the diver is right upon 1hen1. Some1imes they will even let you drift on past. Consequently divers muse thoroughly 
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J)on'l he foolt'd.1hi.,�cnc b 
c:.xu'Cmd) hc.1u11ful but ah.o 
n'1remd) c:oJd Drifc dh'ing 

pn:'l<!ru, -.omc 
unique d1.illcngc.,., 

P/Joto b)': lltiatb Clllrns 

"'iiivmigatc every shady, dark neok for 
the presence of browns. 111c abillty to reliably assess trout from a distance, good hazard awareness and a natural predisposition for water is required co be a successful drift diver. 
Hazards and Limitations Drift dh·ing i, a <1uite physicallr demanding and hazardous pursuit. It b done during the winter and spring months when the trout are running to spawn so the water i, inherentl)' cold. Even with 7mm 2-p,cce weisuits, hood;, and gloves. divers will feel the effect, of the cold (especiallr on the longer dives). Manual dexterit)' io quickly diminished and slurred speech can become evident. Recognition of these oigns and symptoms of hypothermia io always par:irnount within the 1eam. For safet)', tl1erc is an :trbitrar)' minimum water temperature cut-off of 5 degrees Cat or bclO\\ which diving cannot take placc.T)'pic:111)' abo\'e 

this temperature divers may initiallr feel 

uncomfonable but with the correct gear soon adjust,howevcr below 5 degrees C it isj_\!st too cold Personal fitness on the da)· must be optimum to ensure ;J safe di,.e. If a person is unwell he/she c:,n not concemr:itc on the 1:tsk at hand and ultimately becom<; a danger to themselves or the ream. As :t consequence sl:lff doing drift diving mu�t undenake annual diving medicab and firot aid training. Aside from the cold there :tre other haz:uxls I hatarise in drift diving.Alt hough drift diving is effect ivcly only snorkelling, it i� still wrought with danger. You don·t have complexities of compressed breathing mediums (such as scuba tanks), varied ambient pressures and the haz.,rd; associated with the various 'Ga, l.aw,(cg 1he bend,) but rou do have the very n::11 concern, of ,nags, emr:1p111cnt, impaling, tripping, hypothermia, l1yp<;rthermia, soft tissue :tnd skeletal injuric,. Our biggest concern b being trapped again,1 debris in a fast flowing river, bec:mse unlike'normal'diving you don't 
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Every dark nook need-. to be 

explored for loitering 

trout like thc:.sc 

Pboto by.John Webb 

have the luxury of breathing underwater to rectify the situation you've encountered. Some people can hold their breath for impressive amounts of time, but that is normally in an environment they have chosen and are prepared for. Getting wedged against a submerged tree, caught on submerged obstacles, fencing wire or blackberries is testing even for the most disciplined diver. Dive teams will always have a safety look-out and an imn1ediatc response plan should these situations occur. Even with the most thorough pre-planning there will always be times when the unexpected occurs. Safety equipment including an EPIRB, handheld radio, first aid kit, h i vis vest(S) and waterproof matches are checked as being serviceable before every dive. There is always a point of contact that knows of the dive team's locality and their E1A. 
There are practical limitations when drift diving too. Rivers such as the Tongariro have large flows and visibility too low to accurately undertake counts. Likewise 

in very small tributaries it is difficult ro make headway. Visibility is also a key limitation especially after floods. Minimum acceptable water visibility is 3m and determined by using a 12;mm black disc held under the ware,· and measuring the distance a diver can be from the disc while still seeing it. Even 3m is mar ginal when trying to cou nt trout and visibility is always much less under water than it appears from above. 
Where does Drift Diving Occur? L ake Taupo has 5 primary tributaries (inflowing rivers) that are utilised by  spawning trout and are also conducive to drift diving. These arc the Hinemaiaia, Tauranga Taupo, Waimarino, \Vhitilrnu and Waiotaka. In addition as part of the resource consent chat King Country Energy hold we also drift dive, on their behalf, the Kuratau River which requires the virtual shutdown of the Kuratau Power Station. We endeavour to dive all these tributaries monthly from June to December with the exception of the 
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Obst ac l es  :u-e 1lc:go1iatcd 

in the ea siest w ar  possible 

when on a dh'l� 
PbOIO /Jy: 1/ea/lJ Cairns 

Kurarau which only gets dived 3 times during winter. When diving the Kurat11u it is imperative chat the power station is shut- down and nm re-opened until the completion of the dive.This not only reduces the hazard to divers bm also reduces the water volume and consequently the river height and flow. 
Personal Insights Having only recemJy joined DOC and the drift dive team after 20 years in the Navy (the last 15 with the Navy Dive Team) and then 2 years as a commercial dive rand dive instructor it was pleasing to see a whole new world underwater. Commercial divers arc basicaUy construction workers or labourers whose }vork place just happens 10 be underwater.Another fact about commercial divers is that they are abom as sub1le as a sledgehammer. Conversely, d,ift diving requires a much more precise and refined approach. It is not just a matter of 'get your gear on and go'.Titings need to be carefully executed so as to ensure an accurate count, minimise any unnecessary stress on the fish and ro ensure rivers remain undisturbed. 'n1e visibility experi· enccd and the trout seen on some of these rivers is absolutely breath taking. 

I would argue that the dive training regime undertaken by NZ Navy Divers is amongst the toughest and most disciplined in the world, but nothing ever prepares you for the ·cold shock' experknce the first time you submerge your exposed face in snow fed rivers like those feeding Lake Taupo. Cold shock causes an involuntary 'gasping' reaccion, which if you arc not prepared for can cause you to inhale water. Just one moucltful of water can cause panic and the situation can become unre coverable exceptionally quickly. This is why it is even more important that people use life jackets on our lakes and rivers, regardless of how strong a swimmer they are. Most New Zealand rivers and streams have their source as snow melt. 
So drift diving may seem a gentle, safe and easy way to count 1rout, but it is acmally more challenging than you think. It is just one more of those fairly obscure operations thac fishery managers undertake co assess and protect the future and sustainability of our freshwater fisheries. 
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Jill i.sthCAl'(.'a 

Compliance Officer 

Staff sometimes work ,all 
hours ill remote 

IO<.."':ttions to protect the 
fL.:.herr (T()m netting 

Pboto by.']lll larsen-\Vclsb 

No Nets Please! 

I
r is always with deep regret when we see people using nets to catch trout. A recent apprehension saw sixteen beautiful brown rrom caught in this way - and they were prime breeding stock. The fish averaged 8 lbs and were in fabulous condition. It was described by one of our longer serving officers as the best bag of fish he had 

seen from l,�ke Tau po. The offender in this case was caught due to the vigi lance of anglers discovering the net and reporting it immediately. The net was set in a popular angling location so it was a fairly brazen act. This was for tunate for the fishery because although the intention is to undertake compliance in as many areas as possible it is 
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These outsta1lding brown 
trout were killed by a gill net 
3L Omori.Anglers discovered 

the net a1ld alerrcd us 
PIJQ/0 by: Clcm-1 Maclean 
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difficult to be everyw)lere at once. 
In a separate case a person was prosecuted in the Taupo District Court for catching trout with a net, fishing without a licence and exceeding the daily bag limit of tlm:e trout.The defendant said that he believed it was his customary right. However, the Judge, in her summing up made it very clear that that law does not allow for trout to be taken under th.is guise. 
ft seems that the process of netting trout is passed down through generations in some families.Another recent group of poachers who were convicted of using a net to catch 

trout in a spawning stream consisted of a man, his two sons and one other person. Til.is is quite common. Many of the poach ers will say that they have been taught by family and have been doing i �  for mani, years so there is a cycle there that needs to be broken.Just because it has been done for several generations doesn't make it right - it merely means they have been lucky in that they have not been caught until now. 
Lake surveys have started again for the summer season so it's likely you will be stopped by a Ranger at some point and asked to produce your licence and 



undertake a short survey. It is timely to remind anglers to Al.WAYS carry your licence With you when you arc out fishing. The onus is on the angler to produce their licence to a ranger upon demand. I laving it at the ready avoids an unnecessary trip back to your vehicle, which may be parked some distance away or being t0ld to cease fishing until you can produce the licence.Th.is procedure is to safeguard all licensed anglers. Cooperation of anglers during surveys is greatly appreciated. You as a licence holder are paying for us to be out there upholding the rules and regulations on your behalf. An angler survey usually takes no more than a few minutes and we try not ro interrupt your angling for too long. On the other hand many anglers appreciate the opportunity co question us about aspects of the fishery or t>liS<: concerns they may have. The main purpose of the surveys other than licence checks is ro gather information about the fishery and the fish you may have caught. This information is vital to the futu�e planning and maintenance of the fishery, and your contributions arc alwa)'S viilued, There rs -always a 1aupo Fishery staff member avai,lable to tal:ce calls regarding compliance issues. As always, the more timely che information, the more useful ft is - so i f  you see anything at all that just doesn't look right - please call us immediately. We would rather get a call and dis cover it is benign than not get the call at all. Small pieces of information can be very useful at tin1es, sometimes its just the missing piece that we need. Even if something sounds silly, often it is not. T here area fewthingsyou 

might w-anr to take note of when it comes to reporting information.Always try to be quite specific about where the offence is occurring; the closest road or fishing pool or landmark.Try to get descriptions of the people involved - what they're wearing, approximate age, hair colour etc or anything else that might make the person idencifiable. If there is a vehicle involved then a registration plmc number if you can and the location of the vehicle is very helpful. Of course, don't forget co explain exactly what you have witnessed occurring. Some folk like to leave the scene before reporting an incident while others are happy to stay in place and give further derails as they occur. Either way is helpful to staff who attend and it's really up to how comfortable you are feeling under the circumstances .  Remember most of all, any information is good i11.formation. T.1upo Fishery has a rostered Duty Officer who is available 24 hours, 7 days a week to take caUs on 027 4424962. Write this number clown somewhere handy, or save it on your cell phone you never know when you might need it. 

a 
Parklands Motorlodge 
�ttlOO\dt.1.-..,�,IIU"'!C'l(Vlt,...•lli:SU�M!<O.-.:,,Ol,AA 
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his momiJtg on Lake ·1aup0 

Pl>oto by:Jobn Webb 
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Harvest Survey Update 

T
he 2010/11 Harvest Survey is 
now one third complete and is 
progressing well since it began 

back in July. Just over 80 flights have 
been completed so far and you may 
have noticed the small red and white 
super piper cub winging its way above 
you on the rivers or out above Lake 
Taupo counting the boats. The flights 
are accompanied by Rangers interview
ing anglers on the ground aocl so far 
our rangers have interviewecl over 500 
anglers on the Tongari(o River and over 
200 on theTauraogaTaupo River. 

Since July, the Tongariro has fishecl well 
with an average catch rate of 0.34 fish 
per hour (1 fish every 2.9hrs). Over 80 
fish kept by anglers fishing theTongariro 
have averagecl 1.4kg. The average catch 
rate for LheTaurangaTaupo River is down 
slightly in comparison to the Tongariro 
but still respectable with 0.29 fish per 

hour (I fish every 3.4 hrs). The 30 fish 
kept by TT anglers averaged I. 3kg. 

Joe Beattie and Peter Wilton have been 
employed as our boat ramp interview
ers and they have been doing a great job 
so far gathering information from lake 
anglers during what are some long days 
parked up at the ramps. A total of 350 
interviews of non guided anglers have 
been completed across the lake between 
July and September producing an average 
estimated catch rate of 0.24 fish per hour 
(I fish every 4.2 hrs). Overall, imervicwccl 
anglers have kept 152 trom (38% total 
catch), released 53 legal sized trout (13%) 
and 198 undersized tmut (49%).Although 
early days, this high percentage of under
sized fish amongst the total catch can be 
expected at this time of year in the lake 
and should clecrc:,sc as these fish grow 
over the summer months and reach the 
legal length of 40cm. Deep trolling with 



Above: A strong stom:i.ch .:ind 
a keen eye arc needed on the 

Han·est Sur'\'ey flights. 

P/Joro Vy:Mlcbcl Dcd,wl 

nelow: Our pilots Chris Ulyth 

and Emma lfoldgate.Aerial 
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part of the H:,rvest Survey 

Photo by: Micbe/ Detlual 

lead lines has been the most favored method across the whole lake as is typical this time of year when the .lake is fully mixed and was the most productive with an estimated catch rate of 0 .3 I fish per hour (1 fish every 3 . 2  hrs), followed closely by harling on 0.27 fish per hour (I fish every 3.7 hrs). 
Guided anglers on I.ake'faupo during the 

same period have done very well with downriggers accounting for the major· ity of the fish kept. As expected, the percentage of undersized ftSh returned was also high for guided anglers and on par with what non-guided anglers have been catching. Similarly, anglers fishing at the Tongariro Delta have also been successful with an estimated catch rate of 0.35 fish per hour (1 fish every 2 .9  hours). A t  this time o f  year, the majority of these fish would be hanging arou nd the Delta preparing to run theTongariro to spawn. 
Overall, a good stan 10 the 2010/11 Harvest Survey and it will be interesting to analyze the results in greater depth at the end of the season. Thanks again ro all of those anglers that have been interviewed so far - your information is greatly appreciated. Thanks also to all the staff involved ,tot just on the ground but also up there in the bumpr plane on windy days. 
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The troHcr mak(·.s the hard 

work lighter for Visitor Assets 

R."lngcr Ellen Abr.thams 

J>boto b)' .'  Ray Packer 

Fish Bytes 

Fish bytes are shon interesting stories from the Taupo-nui-a-Tia Area. Feel free 10 contribute i f  you have one 

A NEW LEASE OF LIFE FOR TOKAANU WHARF 
By lGm AJc:i.:andcr•Turfa, Programme Manger Communit)' Relations 

And Ray Packer, tbngcr Fishery Operations 

As Dave Lumley discussed in Fishery l'oreword ,,ow we have merged into a much larger Area involving land management staff.This means many of us get to be involved in the wider scope of what we look after in our newTaupo-nui-ii-Tia area. 
Pan of th.is is the ongoing restoration of'lokaanuWharf.The original section of wharf was built more than I 30 years ago, around the late 1870s or early 1880s and is one of the oldest man-made structures at the southern end of LikeTaupo. But by 2002 its condition had declined to a point where it was considered unsafe. So in 2003 a restoration programme began for the wharf, organised by the Department of Conservation in association with the Department of Internal Affairs and with funding assistance from the Tongariro Natural History Society. 
The wharf played an important role in the early days of New Zealand tourism. The 

i. 



Vi.SilOr Assets R.1ng<:r Paul 
Prcndcrg_asl repl aces the; 

timber decking duri ng lhe 
re.�tOralion of the 'lokaanu 

Wharf 
Pboto by: Ray Pacl,.'t!r 

nearby Lhermal pools were a highlight on the 'Grand Tour' of North Island volcanic 

a1traccions when the wharf was used to disembark visitors. However, this age of 

"leisure"travel came ro an end as the roads improvecl,regular lake services stopped in 
the mid-1920s and 1he wharf began its long.slow decline. 

During the restoration, the original beams, decking and handrail timbers have been 

reused where possible on the oldest section of wharf ( closest to the shore) making it 
safe and historically'inrnct'.Missing and damaged timber is being replaced with native 

hardwood, primarily totara that has been sourced sustainably and milled locally. 

The wharf has a nostalgic feeling when you walk along it today. In it's hey clay the 

wharf was a hub of ac1ivi1y as locals shipped their goods north across fakeTaupo and 
out to the wider wor ld.Some of the goods shipped out back then included wool, dairy 
products and flax.The mail and food supplies came in on the return journey. 

"On a beautiful day working on rhe wharf is a grear place 10 be"says Paul Prendergast, 
Ranger Visitor Assets. ·Not so good on a cold windy day where the conditions are 
tough". Staff often sec trout rising around them and at times they come so close you 
can almosr touch them. Bird life is prolific around the wharf with species such as dab 
chicks, marsh crake, spotted crake, scaup (Black Teal), Australasian bittern and rhe 
chrcc royal spoonbill's rhat have recently been seen around this area. 

Take some time om and have a walk on the Tokaanu Wharf - iL is a ltistoric hidden 
treasure. 
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.-tbor,'(", '111c tc:1.m al the end 

of:, great morniug·s planting 

()n the \'<':tiot::d.:.�, 

P/>0to by: le.<; Owens 

Top ,.-fgbt: Peopl e of all :tg�s 

were invoh·cd in rcplanIillg 

rhc upper\'faiota k.'l mvt·r, 
f'/J(Jl<J 1�,· :  Kim Ale.w11uler

T111'it1 
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WAIOTAKA RE-PIANTS 

Hy Kim Akxandcr-1\trfa As reported in Targct Taupo 59 gone are the willows which were over-hanguig and choking the upper portions of the \'v'aiotaka river. Gone too are the dead willows and debris l ying in the stream and the impassable blackberry thicketS. This work was an impressive initiative by Ngati Rongomai hapu to protect their marae downs1ream of 1hc ford from flooding and also to provide access for anglers to an important fishing stream.The job was completed as a parrnership between iwi and the Oeparunent of Conservation, Environment Waikato & the Department of Corrections as one of the ocher maj or landowners on the Waiornka, and everyone was keen to see an effecti,•e solution. Funding was secured and the work began ir1 .March 2009. Back then after che works were completed 1hc site looked very b,1re indeed. However the fertile banks quickly recovered and it was time 10 think about re- planting. In October this year Ngati Rongomai hapu, \Thak:trewa T te reo o ·I\Jwharecoa Hirangi Kura Kaupapa maori, Oepamne111 of Conservation and Environment Waikato l)anded together to plant the cleared area. Plams were donated by EW and Oepanmem of Conservation to replant the true left bank. 



Keep lhi s nasty 

:iqumi cwc:c:d 
hornwort oul of 

L'lk<: 0 ar1d Lake 

Kt1r.u a u  please? 
P};()t(J C0tffl(!$y 

It was a good lllrn om by all, 
young and old and over 3000 
plants were put into the ground. 

Les Owens, Chairm:m of Ngati 
Rongomai was impressed with 
the rangatahi from the Kura 

being part of the replanting 

process and being involved in 
hands on consen,ation. 

A shared lunch was enjoyed 
by all and a big thanks to the 
hapu members, the Kura, DOC 
and EW staff who made it a 
great day! 

Further work is anticipated on 
the true-right bank in the future 

as flirrher funding allows. 

NO HORNWORT IN lAKE O AND lAKE KURATAU PLEASE? 

Oy John Webb 

Ranger. Community Relations · Conce.ssions 

There has been some concern recently abom the invasive aquatic weed hormvort 

getting into Lakes Otamangakau and Kuratau. Ir is with some surprise that it is 1101 
there aln:ady given that it is well established in L�ke Rotoaira and 1��ke'faupo. 

It is very undesirable in Lake O for a number of reasons the fi.rsr of these being its ability 
to choke the waterway. To put things in perspective cleanings from the weed screens 
on the LJtke Rotoaira hydro ;-ystem account for around 600 cubic meters of compost 
per annum most of which is hornwort. Note that composting provides a 90% reduction 
in volume so you can tx-gin to 1mclerstand how prolific this aquatic weed is. It doesn't 
root and can establish readily and spread over wide areas in a relatively short period 

of time. It :llso s1:mds to markedl)' change the ecology 

of lake O and reduce the opportunities for weed-free 
fishing. Hornworl would also be ver)' undesirable in l.ake 
Kuracau for simila1' reasons but also because L-tke Kurarau 

does nm contain any introduced aquatic plants. All the 
aquatic plant bioctiversity there is indigenous (native), 

Boaties, duckshooters and other users of the Taupo 

lakes are urged to check and clean their boats motors 

and gear of all aquatic weed between excursions or 
when moving berween lakes. One less weed in f.akes 
Otamanagakau and Kuratau has to be good for all 

users. Further, if you are out on Lake Otamangakau or 

Kuratuau and see hornwort - even fragn1ents, please 
try and get a sample rind nlert DOC or Genesis Energy 

immeclia1ely. 
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FisheryTeam Farewells 

CALLUM BOURKE 

Callum first started with the fisher)' team back in ;\priJ 2003 as a fish u.1p 
operator. Having previously smdied at UncoJn Uni versity Rnd obtained a 
Bachelor of Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management degree, C�lluro ,v:,s 
keen to get a foot in the door with the Department and show what he ,-v:1s 
truly capable of. It was great having experienced staff around such :Ls Norrie 
Ewing and Rob Mclay to show Callum the ropes Rnd give lum a great under
standing of the fishery operations which would ultimately help him great!)' 
in the future. Callum learned very quickly and soon became a seasoned trap 
operator de1Jing with large numbers of trout and several decent floods over a 
two year period. He also had quickly picked up the No.8 wire way of thinking 
from the older guys and could problem solve well in the field. 

With the farewell of Gordon McKenzie, C�um applied and was appointed to 
the permanent position of Ranger, Field Operations within the fishery team in 
2005. Callum 1mdertook many of the b,Lsic Ranger dmies and was a key player 
wheo it came to tmck work, law enforcement, drift diving and boating skills tO 

name but a few.After further srructuml changes within the fishery, Callum was appointed 
to the position of R,mger, Supervisor, Field Operations.nus ,v:1s a mud1 more challengi ng 
position for Callum involving the d.1)'-to-clay management of staff and more technical work 
but Callum did an C.'<Ceptional job ,md quickly became one of the key players within the 
fishery team over a reasonably short period. His previous knowledge and experieoce of the 
fish traps was instn11nental when he took over tlus role. C�tun was always willing to share 
his w<.-alth of knowledge with new staff and coach them the old fashioned ,v:1)'· 

Being a keen fishennan and coming from a fiunily of anglers, Olllum could easily ,·elate well 
to anglers ,md was a grt--at advocate for ll1e fishery. Callum could often be fo,md on his days 
off in his 12ft diJlgl1y trolling off Kuratau or t111ashing the Bi rch Pool on t11eTongiuiro River. 

After the departure of his partner Julie Greaves to Auckland to study nursing, it was a 
tough decision for Callum to leave the fishery but it was inevitable that he would head 
north eventually.A position did come up inAuckJand duringAugust 2010, ancl Callum 
was successfully appointed to the position of Ranger Biodiversity, Freshwater with 
the A\1ckJand Area office of DOC. Maving a sound knowledge of field delivery work 
around freshwater fisheries, staff management, Jaw enforcement and project manage
ment skills, Callum was the ideal applicant for the role. 

Callum will cerrainl)' be nussed for his can-do attirude, his ability to say it how it is, and his 
orgaruzarional and planni ng skiUs.His passion for the fishery and his ability to get on with 
everyone wW also be missed :Ls he was a good !Gwi bloke! All the best mate and good on 
)'.l!The team wish Callum and Julie all the best with their new adventure. 

HEATI-I CAIRNS 

Heath has left us after a short but productive stint with theTaupo fishery tc:,m. Heath 
had a strong background as a Navy diver and dive instructo1· and brought a great deal 
of skills to the table. I lis involvement with fishery operations, drift diving and com
pliance and law enforcement were some of his strengths. He also managed the earl)' 
stages of the 2010 Harvest Survey. Heath has moved on to take up a position a bit 
closer to home with theTaupo Marbourmaster so we will continue to see him out on 
the great lake from time to time. Cheers I lea th. 
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Speclallslng In:-

� 
� • Fresh & Saltwater Tacke-,. 

)('i
� 

• Rod & Waders Hire <::; 
, • Fishing licences " 

\A • Hunti ng Permits , � • Fishing Guides & Boat Charters 
• Home stay accommodation 

and 24hr service 

Steve and 
Angela Barry 
(new owners) 
147Tongariro $tree 
Taupo 

Ph/Fax: 
07 378 3714 
Mobile: 
0274 458 964 

• Righi on 1he banks of 1he world famous 
Tongariro River. 

• Inex�nsive riverside acconunodarion. 
Twini'Doubles from $65 per nigh!. 

• t.a,ge shared KitchenlDinuig Room wiili au fucili1ics. • 1V Lounge wi1h OJ?.Cn fire and sun decks. 
• Fishing guides available. 

15 Taupahi Road, Turangi 
New Zealand. Ph: (07) 3868 

150 Fax: (07) 386 8150 
Emaili s onsma11slod e@:xtra.co.11z 

Turanai Cabins & -,., 

Holiday Park 
• Campervans/Caravans • Tent Sites 

• 96 Budget Cabins • On-site caravans 

FACILITIES INCLUDES: 
• Kitchtns & dining rooms catering for ovu I 00 ptople 

• Laundries with automatic w,uhing machines, 
dryers & drying room • TV room • SBQ arta • Table Tennis 
• Childrtns Play Aru • TeJephone • Fish deaning art.a & 

fish frteze • ur.l'\'lll'I & boac s-toragt 

Ohuanga Rd, 
PO Box 41,Turangi 

Ph (07) 386 8754 

189 Taupahi Road, Turangi 
Brian Scott: Phone/Fax 07 386 7929 

FLY FISHING TACKLE SPECIAL.ISTS 

• Quality fly tying materials 
• Hire tackle 
• Open 7 days 

Central North Island Agents for: 

ilnl] �.:mg�· 

Ker,er11� 
�(Jdge • 

Tauranga-Taupo 
Riverside Retreat 
secluded · unspoilt 

Phone 07 386 601 1 
Mobile 027 -464 2847 
Email yerex@xtra.co.nz 

�\l!W, flyfish ingtau ponz.com 



• TARATA FISHAWAY • 
•ACCOMMODATION• GUIDED OR UNGUIDED FlSIUNG • 

Sitllated in the remote Mof<ai Valley where ltle picluresque 
Rangilil<ei River meets the rugged Ruahine Ranges. 
Unique trout fiSlling right al our doorstep. 
Location, location, location. New! River Retreat, 
Spa Bath, Homestead, Fisherman's Cottage, Trout 
Fishing, Railing, Tramping, Spotl ight Safaris, 
Camp Out's, "Mini" Golf. Clay Bird Shooti ng. e.our Hosts: Trudi & 

Stephen Mattock. 
Ph: 06 388 0354. 
Fax: 06 388 0954 
E: fishaway@xl ra.co.nz 

Web: www.tarata.co.nz 

Ken Drummond 
F� fishi'nj adventures 

Phone: 07 386 041 1 
Cell: 027 362 1051 
Email: kenny@troutfish.co.nz 
web: www.troutfish.co.nz 

RIO Fl uoroflex PLUS RRP $ 34.99 

RIO Fluoroflex RRP $ 29.99 

RIO Powerflex RRP $ 9.99 

RIO Tapered Leader RRP s 9.99 Buy any RIO fly line and receive these 4 RIO products worth $85.00 absolutely FREE Offe, avai lable until D«tmbe< 20, 2010 

Contribute to the wellbeing of the iconic Tongariro River: FISHERY • ENVIRONMENT ACCESS • MANAGEMENT Your views can be heard. 
� ADVOCATES 

FOR THE 
�, TONOARIRO 

:.@ff.- , I RIVER 

JOIN US NOW: 
WWW.TONOARIRORIVER.ORG.NZ 

1(ainria11CUJ%i, 18i&trav 
I.ICllNCllD RllS'l)\URANT 

at the Kaimanawa Loclgc. 1i1ra11gi 

Delicious food 
for hungry fishermen 

MOSTS: Chris and Marilyn 

258 'laupnhi Road 
Phone 07 386 8709 

rax 07 386 8768 

Email chris_wright@xtra.co.nz 

To advertise in the 
Target Taupo Field & 

Stream Directory 
and reach 12,000 annual 
fishing licence holders, 
contact Peter McIntosh 

on (09) 634 1800 

peter.mcintosh@fishgamenz.co.nz 

FREE! I spool of RIO Fluoroflex Plus l spool of RIO Fluoroflex l spool of RIO Powerflex l RIO Tapered Leader 
Buy any RIO Fly Line and recieve these 4 products (RRP $85) absolutely FREE.

��. 
Av:tilable a.I par11c1pa11ns <Jjp) J'l/l"t'J s1ockists unti l  Dec 20, 2010 � 
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The Haines Hunter SF600 si ts neatly with the owner that loves a great performer. Stunning response on the @ 
helm with handling characteri stics of a bi gger boat when the blue water needs to be tamed. · · 

The Haines Hunter SF600 is desi gned for all aspects of trailer boat activity. Room for all the family yet 
perfectly suited for serious fishing trips. As with every Haines Hunter the ride is guaranteed. The SF600 
inherent smooth soft ride is a feature all the family appreciates, adding up to a much more enjoyable day on the · • · · 

water. Test drive the Haines Hunter SF600 and experi ence a new direction in boating. 

@C{J!iJU!][J@EJfX/[![J!][Ju'@[!i 
T H E  S E C R E T  I S  I N  T H E  R I D E  

Haines Hunter NZ L1d, 50 Cawl ey Street 
or P.O. Box 11015, Ellerslie, Auckland, New Zealand, 
Free Phone 0508 HAINES. Phone 09 579 9661, Fax 09 525 0173. 
Email sales@halneshunter.co.nt · www. haincshunter.co.nz 
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